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Anti-Loans Submission sent to Review Committee

EUSAstates its case
Supporting Our Students, the
EUSA submission to the Walden
Review Committee on Student
Support, was launched last Friday. It is a detailed response to
Kenneth Baker's possible proposals for the introduction of some
kind of loans scheme which were
first foreshadowed last June.
The submission was based on a
poll of students during matriculation which had a 67 per cent
response rate of which 80 per cent
stated that, despite a decline in
the real value of grants , especially
since 1981, they were opposed to
any system of loan-based student
support.
Cathy Presland, EUSA President , outlined the 'main proposals. Firstly, the submission states
the principles of opposition to a
loans.scheme such as the fact that
it deters some students from
entering higher education; it may
reduce the number of students in
non-vocational arts and social science courses ; and is a particular
disadvantage for students at Scottish universities whose courses are
on average a year longer.
Secondly , the faults in the present system are considered: such
as the fact that the real value of
the grant has been falling steady
since 1981 whilst the parental contribution scales have risen by 150
per cent since 1979.
The submission advocates the
provision of a full grant to
everyone, regardless of spouses'
or parents' incomes. However,
the Walden Committee operates
under restricted terms of reference which require that its recommendation will not increase
spending on students' awards.
EUSA's submission therefore
proposes some interim measures
which centre on proposals that the
_grant be increased to an "acceptable level", and that all parental
contributions be made exampt
from the tax automatically.
Parental contributions would , in
addition , be deducted automatically from parents' tax bills, and ·
all students would receive the full
grant award: although parents
would be able to "opt out" of this
arrangement.
. The EUSA submission is particularly important because of the
size of Edinburgh University and
the fact that it is not in the NUS .
Originally, the idea of a joint
Scottish universities' submission
Was considered, but it was
heir lieved that an individual report
om EUSA would more accu- ·
~ately represent the views of Edinurgh University students.
. The submission is also being
circulated to all Scottish Conservative MPs and all Conservativ~s
10
marginal seats. Cathy Presland
believes this will strengthen their
awareness of the whole issue of
student support which she
believes they often do not fully
Understand .
wIn addition , as part of last
e.ek's Action for a Grant cam~ighn , the submission , together
1
the mass letter-writing cam-
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Christmas is coming .•. Monday night saw the illumination of the Christmas tree on the Mound. A gift
from Bergen, Norway, the lights were switched on by a local primary school pupil.
Photo: Paul Hutton
paign, has, EUSA feels, also
helped to increase student awareness of the issue. Ms Presland is
now considering the possibility of
staging some sort of direct action
next term to ensure the views of
Edinburgh University students
against loans continue to be
heard.

Anjali Dholakia
ON PAGE TWO
•Grants to fall again as
1987 awards announced
•Disappointment, as loans
action week is greeted by
apathy
•Less privileged applicants deterred by inadequate grants system

LSE Gas bid
Students at the London School
of Economics (LSE) will be applying for vast numbers of British
Gas shares in an attempt to save
the school's nursery.
The plan, devised by the Students' Union Senior Treasurer,
Mr Rory O'Driscoll, and recently
passed at the Annual General
Meeting, is calculated to raise between £2,000 and £3,000 after an
initial investment of £10,000 . ·
Money for the purchase of
shares will be provided by Union
funds and , it is hoped, through the
canvassing of LSE academics for
I short-term loans.
The plan is part of a movement
by the Union to keep the nursery
accessible to students following
the LSE's threats to raise nursery

fees due to its £16,000 deficit last
year.
. Individual students will be lent
money to purchase shares and
then hand over profits to the nursery funds . .
The scheme bas been criticised
for being both illegal and
immoral. Mr O'Driscoll assured
Student that it was not illegal and
to say that it was immoral would
presuppose that privatisation was
immoral.
Mr O'Driscoll concluded that
he did not see himself as launching
an LSE trend for share investments as it usually finds it wise to
keep its funds in high interest
accounts .
Linda Davies
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Anti-loans campaign apathy

e Grant value falls again e Less privileged deterred'

Week of inaction for a grant
Edinburgh· University Students'
Association's week of Action for a
Grant last week was ''not an overwhelming success".
That was the verdict of Association Secretary Iain Catto, speaking on Monday at a meeting of the
SRC Executive. Mr Catto
reported to the meeting that
whilst more than 1,000 people had
signed the anti-loans petition drawn up in the form of a grant
postcard to Scottish Education
Minister John Mackay - " notmany people" had written letters
to their MPs. The letter-writing
campaign was to have been one of
the main planks of the week of
action against student loans.
President Presland
In addition to this problem, the
press launch of EUSA's submisPhoto: Oliver.Lim
sion to the student support review
Teviot Row Debating Hall where
committee had been cancelled following a lack of media interest the launch was to take place.
The lack of any "direct action",
and a double booking of the

such as mass demonstrations, during the Action for a Grant week
has also been criticised by some
members of the Students' Representative Council (SRC). A
motion for Tuesday's meeting of
SRC signed, amongst others, by
Education Convener Lisa KenEvidence presented to a Pardall asserts that "direct action is liamentary Select Committee by
an ~ssential part of any campaign the Association of University
against the introduction of Joans". Teachers (AUT) states that stuThe
proposers
of
the dent grants can be seen as responmotion believe that many stusible for the decline of university
dents would have supported such
applicants from less privileged
action - despite the failure of
backgrounds. This is due·both to
previous events such as Festival
Against Fowler to attract mass grants' financial inadequacies and
support - and they believe that to their complexity.
the (SRC) Executive are out of ·
The Education Select Committouch with the feelings of many tee was told that recent research
Edinburgh University students.
shows the drop-out rate from
The SRC Executive is under- schools for 16 year olds to be on
stood to be considering the possi- the increase, due in large part to
bility of direct action for future the immediate wage of the Youth
campaigns.
Training Scheme and its comparison to the declining value of the
grant. Such a situation is leading
to only those from wealthier
backgrounds seeing university as
currently 7 per cent. If this hap- a realistic option, and the AUT
pens, however, students whose propose a number of solutions to
parents are in occupations receiv- this,
ing lowewr rises may be further
Its Assistant General Secretdisadvantaged , as parents may
not be able to pay the contribu- ary, Mr Paul Cottrell, told Student
tion. The Committee of Vice- that he hopes the grant's value can
Cbancellors and Principals and be raised to a level equivalent to
the Committee of Directors of the 1978/9 level in real terms,
Polytechnics
are
becoming which would encourage the Jess
.increasingly worried by the level privileged to carry on into tertiary
of the student grant. The CVCP education. In addition, he feels
stated last week that the grant that the 40 per cent default the
should rise to £2,400, whilst the . NUS found in parental contribuCDP has expressed its doubts tions is an unnecessary burden on
"about loans schemes and its anxi- university students, as the AUT
ety about parental contribution believe students should be asseslevels. Between 60 and 70 per cent sed as independent adults, not on
of polytechnic students do not
now receive the full parental contribution.
Miranda Chitty

Applicants put off
by poor grants

Inflation beats grants rise
The Department of Education
and Science is this week expected
to announce a 3 per cent rise in the
student grant, which when viewed
in the light of inflation forecasts, is
likely to mean a drop in the real
value of the grant by up to 1 per
cent.
The student grant has fallen by
21 per cent in real terms since 1979
and it appears that the trend is
going to continue. The rate of
inflation is forecast by the Treasury to rise from its present rate, 3
per cent, to 3. 75 per cent by next
October, meaning that the result
of the 3 per cent grant increase
will be a slight decrease in the true
value of the grant.
Iain Catto, SecretaryofEUSA ,
comments: "The rate of student
inflation is anyway higher than the

rate of national inflation, so the
level of the grant will fall signific. antly in real terms."
The National Union of Students (NUS) discussed the coming
year's grant settlement with civil ·
servants last week . The NUS
stated that a 24 per cent grant
increase is needed and that the
. travel grant should be · reintroduced for English, Welsh and
Northern Irish students.
The reintroduction of a separate travel grant seems unlikely ,
however it is thought that the 3
per cent grant increase will
include an element raising the
travel allowance in the present
grant.
The parental contribution scale
is expected to rise in line with the
average earnings rise, which is

SAS plans approved

their parents' income .
He also stre~sed. that the sys.
tern's complexity 1s a difficulty
which needs to be dealt with as
soon as possible. He focuses par.
ticularly on the confusion result.
ing from the need for some stu.
dents to enter the social security
network to maintain living stan.
dards , as the latter itself is very
complex.
Mr Alex Currie, the Secretary
of Edinburgh University, on the
whole agrees with the A UT position, in particular Mr Cottrell's
assertion that money for education was "an investment". Mr
Currie says he is well aware that
financial hardships have become a
great anxiety for students, and
also that such problems do not
"make the University any more
attractive" to the less privileged.
He added that within the last.few
days the University Court has
instructed the Principal to notify
Mr George Walden , Minister for
Education and Science, of its
unanimous support for the grant
system as the most effective
method of student fin ance. However, with this framework the
Court suggests, reform should be
made to encourage the more disadvantaged to enter university,
and prevent universities becom·
ing the preserve of the better-off.
Graeme Wilson

Tory resignation
amid debt rumours

Glasgow
Labour
Victory

The· University's proposed optimistic about the appeal to the
development of new student previous decision.
accommodation in the Usher InstiRegional Councillor Marilyn
tute building bas been approved in McLaren (Alliance, Marchmontfull, overturning a previous deci- Sciennes), who had previously
sion by Edinburgh District Coun- voiced the concerns of Marcil's Planning Subcommittee.
chmont residents about the plans,
The Glasgow University StuAt a meeting of the full Plan- said that she hoped that "when the dents' Representative Council
ning Committee last week , the development goes ahead that the elections,
held
on
11th
University's
proposals were University authorities are right, November, were seen as a victory
approved by six votes to five , with and there will be no difficulties ·for the Labour Club who had put
·Alliance and Conservative coun- with the students and that parking forward 24 candidates, 22 of
cillors voting against , and Labour will not be a problem".
whom were elected.
Ten Grasscutters, ten Alliance
members and six Scottish
Nationalist members were also
elected. The rest of the victors
stood independently.
David Wilson , ex-chairperson
of the Labour Club, found the
result encouraging and put
Labour's success down to a positive campaign which tried to avoid
mere criticism of past actions and
events.
This does not mean , however ,
that the club will be able to engender policy changes, as no political
force on the SRC has a significant
majority at present.

Amid rumours of considerable
club debts, the President of Edinburgh University Conservative
Association, Andrew Hayes, has
resigned.
His resignation, due to "pressure of work", was given to a.
meeting of the club's committee
last Wednesday. "I haven't got
time, this is my last year and I'm
wanting to do well," he told Student.
Rumours have been rife alleging financial problems arising
from the club's dinner and dance
at Craigmillar Castle with chief
guest Mr Nicholas Fairbairn,
former Solicitor-General for Scotland, on the 31st October.
However, Hayes, who has been
President since May, said: "There
are absolutely no financial difficulties. The bills are in the process of being paid."
A spokesman at the Craigmillar
Castle restaurant said: "The bill
for the dinner has been sent out
this week at the club's
request."
Drinks at the dinner were
supplied by Howgate Wines. A
spokesman for this firm said:
"The bill for £475 issued on the

24th October still hasn't been
paid. Acrimony was involved but
we are being patient."
Despite rumours that club
officers had been summoned to
Scottish Conservative Central
Office, Miss Ann H ay, from the
Scottish headquarters of the Tory
Party, was not aware of the debts
run up by the student club .
"To the best of my knowledge,
if there are bills to be paid they
will be paid," she said. "There is
no need to question that; they're a
.
nice bunch."
When asked about the Pres1·
dent's resignation she said, "He is
a young man who probably has
quite a future in the Conservauve
Party, but at the moment his
studies are more important."
The Secretary of the . club,
Charles Pridgeon, said that '. 'the
accounts are going in for aud1ung
this week" and added that "ever)'·
thing is fine".
David Thomas, a fourth year
medical student, has bee°J
appointed interim President un:~
the annual general meeting he
sometime next year.
n
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Societies must re-register now
The Usher Institute: 108 new student beds.
in favour. This overturned a previous decision which had vetoed
the plans for an extension to the
Usher Institute building.
Speaking to Student, Mr Alex
Stewart, the Director of the Student Accommodation Service,
welcomed the decision, saying he
was "surprised" and "very
pleased" . He had not been over-

She added that she had been
assured by the University that if
there were problems with students in the residences, a senior
warden would be put in to maintain order.
The Usher Institute will provide a further 108 student places
and should be completed by
October 1987. ·

The societies listed below have
not yet re-registered for the 1986/
87 sess!on. If they do not do so
they will be declared defunct. A
def~nct society can only be re-recogmsed by re-applying through
• t' C
·
.
Soc1e 1es ounctl Executive and
the SRC.
Societies' Convener Simon
Thompson points out that it will
save societies a lot of time and
effort
. if they re-reaister as soon as
ca

possible . They can do so at the
Administrative Office in the
Societie_s Centre at 60 Pleasance,
unttl Fnday 23rd January (end of
week two of second term). The
societies involved are·
.
·
. Anthropology Society, Arab Students"Soc-

w~:. 1

Club, Hellenic Society, International
Society,IranianDemocraticStudentsSO:siu·
~~~~s~;:~i~~~~i,ng~~~~e;~ MalaY"' e~·
Modern Musical Society, Nati
Iraqi Student_s, Palestinian M
Society, PhyS1ca1 Society,
iect for Ammat Welfare,
Railway Society,
St'·

iety , .Art Society, Ballroom Dance Society,

Revolutionary Communist Society,

Baptist . Students' . Association, Beatles
Appreciation Society, Birdwatching Society,
BookAgency,BridgeClub,BUNAC, CND,
Chinese Cultural and Performing Arts , Chrisuan Movement, Coloma! .Society, Conserva-

OperaGroup,Science forPeopleGrouP·soci·
ular Society Socialist Worker Student Sri
ety Sociology Society Spanish So<i0 '1·,;s1
Chlnmoy Society, Turf.Club, iJister um:al)ll
Student Organisation, Whisky APP'"'

~veA~atlon , ~lm.Soaety , FolkSongSoc-

1ety, Fnendsof N1ghtlme 1 Gallery Society, Go

Socict .

y

I Extra cilsh to fund cutbacks

More money for

nothing
University Vice-Chancellors are
•'very surprised" that much of the
xtra £24 million allocated to them
~y the Government earlier this
rnonth is being held bac~ by the
University Grants Committee.
Almost half of the £10 million
held back will be used to set up a
new retirement scheme for
academics. This would replace the
1981 scheme which was abolished
two years ago. A press officer for
the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) said
that there had been discussions
about the possibility of a new
retirement scheme. The 1981
scheme resulted in "an imbalance
in academic staff as a lot of people
left from the wrong areas. A new
system ~?uld hope to redress that
balance.
The Vice-Chancellors attended
a meeting of the U GC last week to
be told a bout the money being
withheld. After the meeting a
spokesman for the CVCP issued a
statement commenting.that: "The

universities are very worried that
the UGC is holding back so much
money. They will not now be able
to carry forward their own plans
for reconstruction."
The Vice-Chancellors
hoped to use the money to finance
ther own package on pay and
structure. The statement comments that "the chances for
negotiating a salary agreement
... must be thin".
A spokesman for the Department of Education and Science
commented that the £10 million
will be used "for certain specific
things which the Government
wants to do" and which were mentioned by Kenneth Baker, Secretary of Stal!! for Education , when
he announcecfthe extra money in
the autumn expenditure statement. The remaining £14 million
will be distributed by the UGC to
universities which would benefit
from extra money for an approved
project.
Jacqueline Brown

Building a future
Edinburgh University's Department of Architecture was almost
faced with student occupation this
week over its proposals to join with
the College of Art in the creation of
a new Edinburgh School of
Environmental Design.
A plan by a group of Students'
Representative Council members
lo occupy the department in protest at the proposals was dropped
a! the last minute follow ing intervention by senior SRC members.
The new Edinburgh School of
Environmental Design will stop
;hort of merger of the University
md College departments: this
· I y mean cIosure o f
wou Id effecttve
one or other of the departments ,
which is felt to be unacceptable.
The proposals are intended to

a stronger position to meet future
redu·ctions in architecture places
being backed by Royal Institute of
British Architects, and reductions
in expenditure being planned by
the University Grants Committee
(UGC) and the Scottish Education Department. The UGC is
currently considering the closure
of one or more university
architecture departments.
The Edinburgh plans are subject to approval by the UGC and
the SEO. Speaking to Student this
week, Professor Metzstern, head
of the . Edinbu(gh University
Architecture Department, said
· · · a bou t th e
t hat he was opt1m1sttc
future teaching of architecture in
the University.
Gary Duncan

I

Scottish comedians Rikki Fulton and Walter Carr dropped into the Pleasance Bar last Friday
to ~ how rehearsals for "Cinderella" w.ere going. The pair are appearing as the Ugly Sisters
in the pantomime which opens at the King's Theatre on the 8th December. The show was
written and directed by Rikki Fulton, who commented (wryly): ''You don't need to stress that
it makes me sound a bit like Charlie Chaplin."
Photo: Oliver Lim
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Students are to be liable for at
least a proportion of the £200-plus
Community Charge which the
government plans to introduce in
Scotland to replace domestic rates
from 1989.
Students will be considered to
be resident throughout the year at
their term-time residence and will
be liable for the comm unity
charge. It is thought likely that
student grants will be increased
accordingly to allow students to
pay. It also appears likely that students will not be entitled to community charge rebates - particularly in view of the government's
stated intention to remove students from the social security sys-

The government has said that
domestic rates will fall by 1989/90
to 60 per cent of their 1988189
level and will continue to fall until
complete abolition on the 1st
April 1992. Concern has been expressed by
student representatives that students will not be sufficiently compensated in order to meet the
charge and that the proposals will
place Scottish instiWtions in a difficult position in recruiting
English students. However, the
proposals are not yet sufficiently
clear for any concrete ob1· ections ·
to be made. It is thought that they
will be clarified in the form of government amendments to the Bill's

Action
on
AIDS

· An AlDS working party has
been set up by the Edinburgh University Lesbian and Gay Society
(LAGS). The group aims to promote awareness throughout the
. University of the health , sex,
drugs and civil liberties issues surrounding AIDS .
One of the working party's
main priorities is to campaign for
the availability of suitably strong
condoms and a supply of syringe
needles for drug users. A spokesfor LAGS said: "University
p.u.t.·t_h_e_E_d_in_b_u_r_g_h_d_e_p_a_rt_m_e_n_t_s_in~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tem,;;,;.·~~~~~~~~~~~~la-te_r_s_t_a_ge_s_·~~~~~~~~ man
students, as young people, are
one of the most AIDS vulnerable
groups in this country. This makes
it important that we should now.
Until last week, Barclays though as yet no date has been set
Students are believed to have
take urgent action to prevent the
helped sway the decision by owned 40.4 per cent of Barclay's for the actual removal of £81. 5
spread of the AIDS virus."
Barclay's Bank to sell its interests National Bank, South Africa's million belonging to Barclay's
The working party already has
in South Africa, following vigor- biggest bank which employs 40 Bank which is still supporting the
the support of the Edinburghper cent of the black population South African economy.
ous anti-apartheid campaigning.
based AIDS charity, Scottish
The decision to withdraw i.s
Students in Britain have been working in South African banks.
AIDS Monitor (SAM} and hope!
boycotting the bank since 1969 , During the anti-apartheid cam- thought to be primarily as a result
to hold discussions with the SRC
and as a result Barclay's share of paign, in which the National of the bleak situation of South
about a joint leaf\etting and
student accounts has dropped by Union of Students (NUS) urged Africa's economy, although the
poster campaign throughout the
over a third since the 1970s, to Barclay's to sell their sharehold- · Barclay's Group chairman, Sir
Bevan ,
admitted
University.
around 17 per cent. The bank has ings in South Africa , the bank Timothy
maintained that their disinvest- "noticeable" pressure and loss of .
For further information coniac1
~lso recently been affected by var10us local authorities, Oxford col- ment would have had no effect on business due to campaigners.
Two Edinburgh agricultural the AIDS Working Party, c/c
Gillian Drummond students are being charged under LAGS, 60 Pleasance, Edinburgt
leges and charities like Oxfam apartheid. The NUS sees
Barclay's decision as a victory,
closing their accounts .
the Students' Association's discip- EH8.
linary code for rowdy behaviour
Students Welcome'to
at the Green Banana Club in the
Potterrow Union last Wednesday.

Barclay's yield to students on SA

Medical boycott

At a meeting of the Medical
Practitioners Union (MPU) last
Fnday, Dr Sashidaran tried to dissuade medical students from
spending their electives in South
Africa.
Dr Sashidaran first emphasised
the responsibility of all individuals
to challenge the apartheid system;
he then outlined some appalling
figures which reveal the state of
health care in South Africa.
. H:e said that the most sensitive
llldicator of a country's medical
standards is its infant mortality
rate . For white children the infant
010
rtality rate is 15 deaths per
~5000 born. For black children it is
h' Odeathsperl,OOOborn-much
•gher than any other A(rican
~~.untr~. The disparity shown by
•s information was so embarras-

sing to the South African government that they have stopped compiling the relevant statistics . What
is clear, however, is that South
Africa spends 3 per cent of its
GNP on health care, 65 per cent of
which is spent on the white minority, and 25 per cent on the black
majority. Hospital, ambulance
and blood apartheid are all commonly practised.
Dr Sasn1oaran gave evidence of
the priorities of some white doctors in South Africa who place
loyalty to the state before· their
medical ethics:!
Dr Sashidaran told the students
that they could help black South
Africans in their fight against
apartheid by spending their electives elsewhere.
Paula Collins

Potterrow
•
agr1cs
go
bananas

ESCAraffie

Edinburgh Students' Charities
Appeal have launched a Christmas
Grand Raffle which they hope will
involve thousands of Edinburgh
University students.
ESCA members are frantically
licking stamps in a bid to send out
raffle tickets to every student in
the University for them to sell to
friends and relativeli. Tickets will
be sent to students' home addresses.
Prizes include a £500 travel voucher. The first fifty students to sell
all their tickets will receive a plastic duck and a £2 voucher redeemable in student shops.
To gain publicity for the raffle,
two ESCA members disguised as
a panto-horse will attempt to
break the British Rail record from
Penzance to Wick. They board
the first train on 15th December.

Five people, all of whom are
thought to be agricultural students , were alleged to have
caused trouble by jostling and
shoving each other at the bar,
breaking glasses and being abusive to bar staff. One student is
alleged to have poured a glass of
beer over another.
EUSA Treasurer David Dun.can and members of the Potterrow House Committee asked the
students to leave. Before going,
one of the students is said to have
punched a member of the committee .
David Duncan commented that
agriculture students have "a bit of
,a reputation " for rowdiness and
."this lot were really, obnoxious,
there's no doubt about it".
Tom Bradby

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from
12.30-2 P·~·
..
Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11 am to 1 am

3556-61653

We know that University courses
demand structured, disciplined minds.
We.know that there are also opportunities
to sparkle in non-academic pursuits.
· y~ean 
, You will be proud of your achievements.
tb1nk.~.
You will now be thinking about the future.
But you may not have thought about
opportunities in financial services. We'd like
you to stop and think about a career at The Morgan Bank.
The Morgan Bank is one of the world's premier financial institutions
with offices in every major financial centre and assets exceeding $65
billion. We're offering exciting careers in Corporate Finance, Selling
and ·Trading Financial Instruments, and Computer Systems
Development to a select few of the best young people in the country.
We don't mind which discipline you're reading. During the 1986
Milkround, in addition to business graduates, we hired people studying
Veterinary · Science, Law, History,
Chemistry, PPE, Biology, and English.
Success in your chosen subject shows
ability.
Qu~stion
People with pin-striped brains are
not for us. Original thinkers are at the
IS.:
core of our business. Our ideal
candidates are intelligent risk-takers
who are prepared to be answerable
if they lose - not those who always take the safe option.
We need people with boundless initiative and enthusiasm, with both
the patience for intensive training and the drive to work like fury. We
need communicators who write lucid; considered reports; professionals
who can sell themselves, Morgan, and our products.
Most importantly, we need those with the discretion and integrity to
act responsibly at all times and to keep
·
our clients' business confidential.
Our training and remuneration packages match the high quality of those we
employ.
Turn thinking into planning. Apply to:
Val Fancourt, Graduate Recruitment,
The Morgan Bank, PO Box 161, 1 Angel
Court, London EC2R 7AE.

·we know

the

are you on
therig!tt

lines?

The Morgan Bank

/

Other Opinions
Dear Sir,

End of Term Report
The first Editorial of this term saw 'Student' support the principl
f education for all. This has not changed. It also urges you to vote i
be matriculation poll on loans and present your views to EUSA.
7% responded, and 80% were against loans. It also called for
USA Submission to the Government Review body. This has bee
one. All seems to be rosy in the EUSA garden.
However , look closer and take off your rose tinted glasses. The ini
ial momentum of Freshers' Week has gone. Last week saw a totall
active Week of action, capped by the first inquorate Annual Gen
ral Meeting for many years. This week we see Cathy Preslan
uggest the possibility of direction action against loans, next term.
The SRC and Sabbaticals have worked hard but unless this can
oupled with raising the awareness of the student body, then thei
ork is pointless and vital direct action will fail. Day One, Ter
must be seen as the starting point to rebuild support amongs
tudents. We all h·a ve a responsibility, but the lead must be taken b
he representatives of EUSA. That is their purpose.

wo,
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St Andra's snub
Dear Sir,
It wis awfy guid tae see ye printin thon letter in Scots. In contrast , hooiver, it is an awfy peety
that the fowk wha screivit the EU
Students Diary didnae fash themsels tae get the date o' St A ndra's
Day richt. They werena sae dippit
when it cam tae mindin the dates
o' ither national days.
Hoo tang maun we thole sic
scunnersome ignorance o' wir ain
country in a Scottish university?
Gin mair were like Student, things

mecht be gar't better - or this
university's Scottislmess devaals
awthegither: gin the university his
nae respeck fr their culture, maist
Scots fowk 'B hae naethin tae dae
wi' it .
Yours aye,
Fiona Pollock
Kari Coghill
Lesley McRobb
Neil Ferguson
David Ditchburn
Dauvit Brown.

AGM follow-up

All forms of sexuality are
poten~ially fatal. And other things
too. So perhaps John MacLeod,
the reactionary cretin who jerked
. off his frustration in 'Opinion'
(Nov. 27th) might have stopped to
.consider the probable effects of
his appalling bigotry on public
health before shooting the blood
pressure of hundreds of humane
and emancipated students off the
scale. "Bent and "normal" alike.
The persistence of opinions
such as his baffles me. AIDS must
be a dream come true for embittered throwbacks like MacLeod.
The perfect excusg for a spot of
orgasmic Bender-bashing. But we
mustn't be too harsh: how else
would they get their kicks?
Freedom of expression is, I
hope, one of the foundation
stones of our society. Though I
consider John MacLeod's views to
be thoroughly obscene , I would
never for a moment question his
right to voice them. It is an inalienable right , not , as he seems to
believe, a privilege to be withheld
from "perverted" members of
society, those whose confusion
about their sexuality makes their
need for help and information
much greater than of the
heterosexual majority.
• The suppression of homosexual
literature and the imprisonment
of gays will not conquer AIDS-:-they will merely enact the sadistic
fantasies of a faction of pitiable
anachronisms.
Evelyn Semple
Dear Student,
"Special discretion" is certainly
required in reading John MacLeod's (')pinion on the AIDS
problem. Discretion must be
taken not to take this pe rson too
seriously. Surely he must be joking, I ask myself?
Well , AIDS certainly has given
.the platform for people to view
their
moralising
Victorian
attitudes,
particularly
those
regarding the "very small and distinctly unsavoury" LAGS group ,
together with the homosexual 10 .
per cent (approx) of our society.
It's enough to make a {fairly)
sane person join the RCP - who
incidentally seem not to have missed the bandwagon in using AIDS

Dear Student,

No doubt many people who
read the article by John MacLeod
in last week's Student were initially enraged by, and then
realised the total irrelevance of,
the views expressed in it. For this
.reason Lesbian and Gay Soc is not
going to enter ·into a pointless
exchange of letters with the lunatic fringe.
However, one of the many factual errors in the letter should be
corrected before this publicity
stunt by Mr MacLeod is forgotten.
It is a lie to suggest that gay
people are not changing their
,b ehaviour because of AIDS. In
Sir,
In the interests of preventing
deaths from AIDS, let's get the
FACTS straight once and for all.
e AIDS is totally preventable
gay or
'through safe sex straight .
e AIDS is NOT a Gay Plague.
Heierosexuals can and do get it to an increasing extent.
e AIDS originated, and continues to spread, undiagnosed,
umecorded and untreated in
Third World countries where
homosexuality
is
virtually
unknown.
e The governments of the USA
and the UK are only now taking
action because AIDS has become
a political issue. Political pressure
on the governments of both countries was initiated by the Gay

Movement.
The recriminalisation of Gay
sex:
-would be unenforcible;
-would drain police resources
more
urgently
needed to curb the supply
of heroin ,, which increasingly contributes to the
spread of AIDS;
-would drive Gay people
"underground" and treatment of AIDS carriers.
·e Responsible advice. on AIDS
and safe sex is available from
Scottish AIDS Monitor - 0315581167.
Yours faithfully ,
Dave Findlay,
AIDS Working Party,
Lesbian and Gay Society.

e

to further their political aims and Sex" education - as explained so
ideologies. During an animated succinctly and explicitly to us by
discussion with an RCP recruit, I
Malcolm MacLeod in last week's
·was informed that the govern- edition of Midweek. Thank you,
ment was using AIDS as a Malcolm, for clearing up a few
capitalist ploy to force women
points on which I was none too
back into the home and gays back ·clear. No relation to John , l trust.
into the closet - where they
So who next, 1 wonder, to tell
belong, according to- John Mac- us Britain's answer to the AIDS
Leod. Money should be directed epidemic?
towards research and funding a
Answers on a postcard please.
cure for AIDS say the RCP (I
Yours sincerely,
mean, who ever uses "condoms"
Susan E. Jackson.
'now? - I always thought they
were called Durex). Personally, I
don't have as much faith in the This is only a small selection of the.
·.medics and scientists coming up - many letters we have received on
with a cure for AIDS in the near this subject. Unfortunately, due to
future , as much as the RCP do, .shortage of space, this is all we
which only seems to leave "Safer have space for.

The last of Sid

Dear Student,
support of education is only one
Your coverage of the _Dadoo- example of the positive overall
Naicker Scholarship debate at the .context in which their war against
AGM is misleading in. several apartheid is fought. SW APO has Dear Madam,
on
your
Congrautlations
aspects.
sent more students to university in
Firstly, you sho uld be clear that ten years than Pretoria has in 70 appointment.
With regard to your predecesthe scholarship is intended not years
of
"administering"
sor's final editorial (27th Nov.
only for South African but also for Namibia.,
issue) I would like to take issue
Namibian students. Though it is
Yours ,
never seen on television and
Janet Forbes .with the contention that my proposal that the Students' Associa-·
rarely in the papers, the illegal
tion purchase shares in British
Dear Sir,
army occupying Namibia is as
brutal an enforcer of apartheid as · I was disgusted with the speech Gas demonstrated any sort of supof Paul Greatrix at the AGM port for t_he present GovernIts South African counterpart.Second , your report allows the when he spoke for the amend- ment's policies "of both privatisa_(lone!) opponent's ill-informed ment to motion No. 5 on racism . tion and the principle of self-supHe wasted his two and a half porting student unions".
inaccuracies to stand without corPrivatisation is wrong. I
minutes by avoiding the issues at
rection. Mr Pridgeon obviously
hand and throwing around cheap strongly object, both personally
didn't read his Student on Nov.
20th! Dr Monty Naicker, to jibes at the expense of the RCP and politically, to the Govern-.
·ment's auction-room attitude to
.repeat, was never in fact a SA and WAR.
For example, he started his the assets of my country. For me
Communist Party or ANC
_lnember. Unlike Dadoo, his speech with: "I won't spend my personally to buy shares in British
involvement was en_tirely in the time criticising the RCP 'cos we all Gas would be hypocrisy. For me
as Treasurer of EUSA to ignore
know how easy it is."
SA . Indian Congress.
Yes, Paul, very clever, I'm such an opportunity would be
Fmally, may I emphasise the
_craziness of the "terrorist" smears sure, but the fact that you went on neglect of my duty.
EUSA is not a multinational
levelled against ANC and to do just that shows how totally
"SWAPO, who have made the disinterested in fighting racism company reaping dividends . for
sharehoidets: · EUSA is not a
~~rne decision as Europe did in you really are.
wealthy businessman playing the
Yours sincerely,
. 39 to take up arms against fasDarren Green stock market so he can buy his
cism. The liberation movements'
mistress a fur coat for Christmas.
We are a service organisation proStudent welcomes letters from readers, but in order
viding vital amenities and repfor us to publish as many as possible, please keep
resentation for students. This
them short. Letters published in Student do not
Government is hitting students
necessarily correspond with the opinion of the
hard. EUSA is suffering from
editor.
reductions in its grant from the
University as well as reduced stu-

fact gay people are among the
only people who now regularly
use safe sexual practices. Anyone
following the widely available safe
sex guidelines is at less risk of
catching sexually transmitted diseases and this has been
reflected in figures from the USA
- a drop has been seen in STDs
among the gay community without a similar drop amongst
"straight" people. It is time that
people like Mr MacLeod stop _
endangering lives by pretending
thl'it only certain high risks groups
can catch the virus.
Yours sincerely,
Lesbian and Gay Soc

shares controversy is that certain
political vocal students of a leftist
'persuasion hate privatisation.
This would all be well and fine ii
the justifications for this hatred
were brought out into the open.
But they are not. It is taken as selfevident and axiomatic that rightists are utter bastards and thall
privatisation is a dastardly plot to
starve the poor. Such Sermon-onthe-Mount attitudes are despica.ble. It is dishonest to stuff all the
facts into a pre-existing ideologiJ
cal mould. Yet it is thost; who do
this in a most blatant fashion the activists of the left- who control the parameters of political
debate. Regardless of one's political views, these parameters
should be questioned (not
accepted on faith), Dogmatism
and sanctimonious guilt-mongering is a poor substitute for,
-national and unbiased discussion
of political issues.
Michael Young

dent spending power. It surely
would have meant more to maKe
the best out of a bad deal b~ using
the Government's plan against
"them - by taking advantage of
the share issue, not for profit, but
to help the people this Government is hurting. To maintain and
improve our ever-more essential
services. That's not going to happen now. It's a shame.
Yours faithfully,
David Duncan,
Treasurer, EUSA.
Dear Sir,
Surely the gas shares controversy is politically motivated?
If it had been proposed that
EUSA invest £250,000 in some_thing other than a soon-to-be
privatised corporation (something which had an equally bright
prospect of raising money) , there
_would have been very little controversy. Nothing but political
motives could cause Ms Presland's and Ms McLintock's vehement denunciation of David Duncan's proposal. The proposal is far
from being patently irresponsible.
Why does Ms McLintosk say she Dear Sir,
would find it "very difficult to · The way to protest against
work in an organisation that did privatisation is simply not to
this sort of thing"? Obviously, accept a full page advert from
•because Mr Duncan's proposal British Telecom.
Yours,
offends her leftist sensibilities.
Keith Dinnie
· What accounts for the gas

Busby
bites back
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FUZZBOX

Rave On!

Coasters

Ladies' night at Coasters
for the frantic Fuzzbox frolic.
I think most of the support
band were meant to be
blokes, but even they looked
like a bunch of girlies to me.

ANDY WHITE
The Playhouse

Fuzzbox finally emerged to a
half-empty concert hall. Current
chart success has not altered their
totally unprofessional attitude;
Fuzzbox can hardly be described
as serious - they are in it for a
laugh and nothing more. Their
stage show is about excesses lots of drums , lots of bass , lots of
colours, lots of hair.
They churned through XX Sex
and Rules and Regulations, from
the EP which every discerning
landlord had on his jukebox last
year , their version of Spirit in the
Sky (better than The Medics) and
some less well-known stuff , like
the tho ughtfully titled Aaaarrgh .
Occasionally their songs sound
a teeny bit similar, but they can
still captivate with their fatal
charms. Of course there is the vis-

Andy White, Irishman,
guitarist, protest singer; a
man with many songs steeped
in comparison and complaints, a man who entertains.

\

'

Playing slow ballads and faster
acoustic thrashes , he received a
good reception from Van Morrison's crowd. He kept people out
of the bar with a set drawn largely
from his new LP , Rave On Andy
White. Vision of You and Tuesday
Apocalypse revealed intelligent
song writing and sensitive performance , whilst Religious Persuasion and Roses showed a remarkable pace and intensity achieved in
very simple fashion ; by one man
and his guitar.
But there was more than music,
there was a message with this performance that made it even more
worthwhile. Listen to what the
man says.
James Annesley

.

'·\

ual respect --: V~v pouted sweetly
and swung he r hips politely and .
was pa~nful.ly obvious why th~
predominantly male audience had
com~ alon~ . Not to say that the
music .wasn t good - evil bastard
stomping .songs contras.ted perfectly with fa lsely innoc
charted lyrics, with the odd maent
howl thrown in by the one with t~c
glasses. Music that is BIG an~
· BOUNCY. They even told a
JOke: " Knock, knock. " "Who'
th.ere?" "Imap. " "I map who?'~
Killer, eh ? (Try saying it out
loud .)
They did three encores - more
old favourites and some lolly
accapella covers incl uding De Do
Run Run and Truth Fruth ("I've
been to the west, I've bc;en to the
east, she's the girl that J like
least") .
Fuzzbox can put on a good
show , because they know what
the audience wants: a good bop, a
good laugh, and, er, the other
thing. You've got the records
you've seen the concerts, now buy
the blow-up doll .
Moriarty

Andy White at the Playhouse last Sunday night, where he was supporting Van Morrison.
photo: Louise MacKay
so much as a word of welcome,
into Solid Ground. He reminds
The Playhouse
me of a badger. Maybe I'm being
silly.
He is , however , undoubBoring old hippy, or not? A
question you've got to ask. tedly looking fat, old and rather
Unless, I suppose, you're a bald. Not the handsome hippy of
Weeks at all. He sounded a
hippy. In which case the Astral
lot like , well , he always sounds,
words "boring" and "old" are Van Morrison. The wonderful
probably not synonymous Cleaning Windows, would not , I
with the latter term.
think , be out of place at the KanThe band tinkled away for a garoo Klub . Everyone seemed
while before "the man" entered ecstatic at the very probably prothe stage and launched, without found No G uru, No Method, No

VAN MORRISON

jtoodbacl<
All change at Student: a
new editor in place, and
what's this, a guest scribe for
Feeback.
First, gigs. There's a full list of
what to see and what to swerve
elsewhere on these pages, but a
couple of highlights this week
shouldn't be missed: the anarchic
energy of The Wooden tops live (tonight at Coasters in Tollcross),
and the sheer perfection of Elvis
Costello, who is playing two nights
at the Playhouse with The Attractions (Friday and Saturday). Feedback also strongly recommends
Mr McManus's latest single, I
Want You - sparse, obsessive
. . . and brilliant.
On TV this week, watch Blood
Red Roses, the first of three parts
of the small screen version of John
McGrath's play (tonight, C4,
9.30), but avoid the new series of
The Co/bys which starts tomorrow
night on BBC!.
The Tube this week features
reggae from Frankie McGregor
and Sly 'n' Robbie (Fri, C4, 5.30).
Next week they've got the Pet Shop
Boys and jazz from Courtney
Pine.

Carmen, Wed 17th, C4

•I

Sunday sees Archie Macpherson presenting Sportscene Review
of the Year on BBCl. Sunday
week • •.• it's Sportsview of the
Year J>n the same channel.
Looking ahead,
Feedback
doesn't see much of interest on the
box until the networks' Christmas
onslaught, so has enquired as to
what exciting music pr11gramming
is lined up for the holiday period.
And the predictable answer • • .
NOT A LOT!
First, the worst ... Late Night
in Concert on Monday 15 (BBCl)
features Supertramp, while Channel 4 is to broadcast an Eric Clapton concert, with Stereo Sound
simulcast on independent radio.
More positively, a new series of
Whistle Test is on the horizon Tues 6 Jan to be precise - and
there's also a New Year Special,
with live music from Kim Wilde
and The Police. On Jan 2 BBCl is
sharing a concert from Suzanne
Vega, who was at the Usher Hall
last week.
Two other musical "happenings" on the box in the near future:
Infected, by the multi-media Matt
Johnson will be featured in a video
of the album on Channel 4 on Tues
16.
The following day, the same
channel is screening for the first
time on tv, Francesco Rossi's 1984
film version of Carmen.
And that's about it. This column
has been variously titled Latest!
Pulse and Throb. Feedback hopes
they'll think up an equally
stimulating name for '87 (zzzz!).
Happy Christmas!

Teacher and Th e Healing Has
Begun . What does "back-street
jelly-roll" mean? Is it rude? The
bolshy bastard condescended to
speak to us mortals, eventually, at
the end of Summer Time in England. "Thank you , Good night," if
I can quote . "Two encores fol lowed , including the fine Full
Force Gale. No Jackie Wilson or
Brown Eyed Girl. Disappointed?
A little bit, but not too much.
How much can you expect from
an ageing hippy after all ?
Blaise Dr ummond

"No. I can' t understand why people buy our records either."
photo: John Lindsay

ALICE COOPER
Playhouse

No amount of smoke,
lights,
Rambo-lookalike
musicians with rocket-firing
guitars, snakes and guillotines can detract from Alice
Cooper's grasp of stagecraft.
Years of playing golf with Bob
Hope, listening to Burt
Bacharach and appearing on
the Muppets have clearly
turned him into a show-biz
pro.
Particularly when you consider
that his notorious props appeared
to have cost £10 from Paddy's
. Market. Classic throwaway teen- ·
~ock . anthems to necrophilia ,
msanrty and nightmares were less
video-nasty, more heavy-metal
panto.
Consequently
the
rumoured gratuitious sex-andviolence was as disturbing as you
could expect from anyone who
has spent 17 years playing the

THE EURYTHMICS
Glasgow SEC
The zip edged tantalisingly
downwards . Under the heavy
glare of spotlights, it seemed to
jam - teasing - then started to
move again , to a huge roar of near
ecstatic anticipation. Suddenly it
burst apart , the material dropped
to the floor , and The Eurythmics
stood revealed. It only required
Annie Lennox to fling herself on
stage, whirling like a dervish, for
the ritual act of worship to be consummated.
Never ones to shun a visual
trick or five, The Eurythmics were
back in Glasgow. "It's been a long

demon-king of rock 'ii' roll .
The best in traditional entertainment , whether pop music or
pantomime, requires a sub-text of
blunt morality. This parade of
gore, defiled cultural icons , and
"National Enquirer" psychopathy
led to the inevitable conclusion:
the effective decapitation of the
protagonist . And very well done it
was too; you douldn 't see the join
when he returned , classic Broadway-style (white top hat , tails and
walking-stick) for School's Out.
lJ nnerving pathos was represented by The Ballad of D wight
Frye, a charming song about
child-murder, sung from the confines of a strai tjacket ; real "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?"
stuff, and great lowbrow theatre.
Finishing with Under My Wheels
and Elected , both illustrated Alice
Coope r's ability to write concise ,'
witty , intelligent and powerful
songs about the search for power
.by the egoma niac. Like himself,
maybe?
Vincent Egan
time ," breathed Lennox , accounting for nearly half her quota of
speech for the night , before
launching into another searing
track . . In fact , with ex-Blondie
drummer Clem Burke powering
along .at the back, the pace was, if
anything, too unrelenting.
Of their material, which represented all phases of the band 's
development, the strongest was
the harder-rock tracks from the
B_e Yourself Tonight album , espeetally a superb Ball and Chain.
Other highlights included the
backing vocals of Janiece Jamison
and a refreshing reggae version of
Right By Your Side.
Colin Hancock

THE INCREDIBLE
DESMONDS
Edinburgh Foghole

Every so often you come
across a band that you've
never heard of, but give you a
good sort of buzz. Brian Epstein presumably had it with
The Beatles (no innuendo
intended). I got it from The
Incredible Desmonds (still no
innuendo intended).
Vocalist Ian Martin , a cross
between Billy Bunter and Shane
McGowan, delivere<;I songs such
as I Get a Kick 0111 of the Police
and The Perfo rm ing Warts of
L eon B (both of which are on the
band's debut EP on Rollocking
Weeble records) with a certain
drunken charm . They succeeded
in rousing a typical Edinburgh
crowd from its slumbers , if only
because they were very loud, and
there was severe risk that a
member of the band might fall on
top of them at any moment .·
If nothing else, they deserve
success as one of the few local
bands who would never claim The
Velvets as an influence.
James Jazz

Santa says:
MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Gig Guide
. Here's a list of concerts on in Edinburgh and Glasgow over the
coming weeks:
DECEMBER .
4 The Woodentops; Coasters; £5.00
5 Big ~ountry; Ingliston; £7.50
Elvis Costello; Playhouse; £8.50, £7.50
The Shamen; Moray House; £2.00 .
UB40; Barrow/an~ (Glasgow); £6.50

photo: Paul Hutton

Elvis Costello, tomorrow at the
Playhouse

TALFARLGW
Queen's Hall

Runrig, ploughing their way to the
top: in the Playhouse on 19th.

The Shamen, tomorrow at Moray House SU

6 UB40; Barrowland (Glas1tow); £6.50
Elvis Costello; Playhouse; £8.50, £7.50.
7 Spear of Destiny; Harrowland; £5.00
A-Ha Playhouse; (Sold Out)
8 Culture; Coasters; £4.00
Status Quo; Playhouse; (Sold Out)
Jasmine Minks; The Onion Cellar (The Place) £2.00
9 Culture; The Plaza (Glasgow); £4.50
Moody Blues; Playhouse; £9, £8, £7
10 New York Pig Funkers and
Deaf Heights Cajun Aces; Chambers St Union; £2.00
11 Roy "Chubby" Brown; Playhouse; £5.00
12 Bucks Fizz; Playhouse; £7, £6
The Pogues; Barrow/and; £5.50
The Godfathers; Hoochie Coochie Club; £3
The Three Johns; Potterrow Union;£1.50
13 The Pogues; Barrowland; £5.50
Smith and Jones; Pia house; £7.50, £6.50, £5.50

So, after last week's excitement of a trip to Glasgow, we
return to the gentle ambience
of Friday night at the Queen's
Hall, to see Tai Farlow. ''Oh
good," I thought to myself,
"I've heard of him."
Clutching the ubiquitous pint of
Merlin, I marched into the hall ,
expecting some great fifties guitar
jazz. Nothing, dear reader (I use
the singular advisedly) could have
been further from the truth. Tai
Farlow seemed to have enrolled in
the P'IWANG , FRIDDLE,
STRUM school of music, where
ability and the ability to play a

Kirk Brandon of Spear of Destiny:
in Barrowland on Sunday 7th

huge selection of chords subjugates any energy of excitement or
energy which might otherwise
creep into the proceedings. This
sort of thing's all very well if
you're in the mood for it. And I'm
not sure the people there were.
But there should be some sort of
Government health warning on
the tickets.
I'm sure that Tai Farlow's current state is due to the fact that he
once worked with Mark Knopfler.
Apparently, people in this country spend mllions of pounds a year
financing a Dire Straits habit, and
what are the authorities doing?
Nothing.
Why aren't customs seizing
supplies of Dire Straits compact
discs being openly imported from
abroad? Why aren't Nick Ross
and Sue Cook ruining your Thursday night by ranting about this?
Why hasn't John ("Head in")
Macleod written an article on
this?
Remember kids , if someone
tries to give you Brothers in Arms
for Christmas. JUST SAY NO!
James Jazz

Memorable
THE MEMBRANES
The Onion Cellar

Imagine the scene. A
smoky, cavernous building
full of spikey-haired specimens. The Adverts and The
Buzzcocks menacingly blare
out from the speakers while
the audience await the band.
The cream of our punk heritage was descended from
scenes such as these.

which marred Conflict's nonappearance at the same venue
The highlight of the set was a merciless destruction of Stairway to
Heaven but the attempts at anarchy were somewhat half-hearted;
after abusing their instruments
during the last song, they hurriedly reappeared, obviously anxious to make sure that no real
damage was done.
The Membranes will never
appear in Top of the Pops, but I
suspect they don 't really care.
Jack Mathieson

But we are not in 1977. The
Membranes are Blackpool's finest
exponents of punk rock 1986
style, and Songs of Love and Fury
FAME AND FORTUNE!
are what they claim to play. They are two of the things that we
are obviously part of the old tradi- can't guarantee to anyone
tion; with his sore throat bark, the
lead singer's delivery made Jake who wants to write for StuThe Three Johns, playing at Potterrow on the 12th, last night of term. "Heard about any good stag par Burns sound like Dolly Parton, dent's music pages. However,
but they differed from their pre- if you want to write reviews or
Go and see them, a snip at £1.50 in advance from Union shops, best gig ties? I'm feeling horn
all term, potentially. Support your Union's big-band policy!
decessors in their refreshing ina- features, or draw cartoons, or
bility to take themselves seri- take photographs, or involve
15 TV Personalities; The Onion Cellar (The Place) £2.00
ously, Paisley shirts and painted yourself in any way with the
18 Blues 'n' Trouble; Coasters; £4.00
guitars were the order of the day . music pages, come to the f"lrst
While the band cavorted about
Go West; Playhouse; £7.50, £6.50, £5.50
the miniscule stage, the punters meeting next term which is at
King Kurt;Rooftops (Glasgow)
· bopped enthusiastically. There 1 pm on Wednesday January
19 Runrig; Playhouse; £5.00
was no sign of the bloodshed 14, 1987.
Mel Smith and Griff Rhys-Jones in
the Playhouse on 13th

20
21

'22
Gary Glitter, playing Barrowland
0 nXmasEve

24
30

Dr and the Medics; QMU (Glasgow)
(Barrow/and tickets valid)
Runrig; Barrow/and; £5.00
Love and Money, Goodbye Mr Mackenzie and
Wyoming; Glasgow Pavilion
The Pastels; The Onion Ceilar (The Pl«e) £2.00
Gary Glitter; Barrow/and; £6 .50
The Real.Thing; Barrow/and; £4.50

!"urther details about these concerts can be obtained by phonmg the venues concerned:
~
·
SECC: 041248 3000
Barrow/and: 041552 4601
The Playhouse: 557 2692
Moray House SU: 556 5184
Rooftops: 041332 5883
Pavilion: 0413321846
Coasters: 228 3252

7 OLD FISHMARKET CLOSE
EDINBURGH

TEL: 031-225 5428

F
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F I L M H 0 U S E .:. . .F....;._:L::;.......:..;;M.;._S~O~C

Lothian Rd
' 2282688
DECLINE OF THE
AMERICAN DREAM
Dec4-5, 2.30; Dec4-6, 11 -13, 6.15;
Dec 4-13 (not Dec 10) 8.30
Four history lecturers and their
four women chat unreservedly
·13bout their politics and perver•sions in a story that outlines the
emotions behind the not-so-idle
chit-chat.
STATIC
Dec 4-6, 6.45, 8.45;
Dec 6, 2.45, 4.45
Ernie,
ex-crucifix
assembler,
devotes himself with divine dedication to an invention to make the
world happy.
LAMB
Dec 4-5, 2.45; Dec 7-9, 6.00, 8.15
A young Christian Brother befriends a ten-year-old epileptic boy
and takes him illegally to London.
A highly emotional movie as one
sees the struggle for trust and
hope as their resources diminish.
GHOSTBUSTERS
Dec 6' 2·00
The classic comedy about three
dick-heads chasing ugly ghosts
and marshmallow men. You 'll be
whistling the tune for days!
LETTER TO BREZHNEV
Dec 8-10, 2.30, 6.15
The East moves West ; Merseyside to be precise, where two
young females fall for two Russian
sailors who are bound for home.
Their mums probably told them
that all the nice girls marry them.
MACLAVERTY LECTURE
Dec 10,8.30
Bernard MacLaverty, novelist and
scriptwriter extraordinaire, talks
about the problems of the conversion of novel to screenplay and
focuses on his two latest, 'Cal' and
'Lamb'.
SYNCOPATED ANIMATION
Dec 10-11, 6.45, 8.45; Dec 11 , 3.00
A study of the partnership between music and 11nimation, as
demonstrated by cartoons, films,
comm ercials and pop videos.
EAST OF EDEN
Dec 11-12, 2.30
For all you trendies with the JD
postcard collection on your walls,
here's Jimmy Dean himself in a
Cain and Abel type story of two
brothers, rivals for their father's
love in rural America.
MEAN STREETS plus
BOXCAR BERTHA
Dec 12-13, 2.15, 6.45
A double bill to start a series of
films from American director Martin Scorsese. Thefirsttells of life in
New York's Little Italy. Next, David
Carradine as an outspoken union
worker.

ROBIN HOOD
MUPPETS TAKE MANHATTAN
·
Pleasance Theatre
Dec 5, 6.45, 8.20
Whoopee! The Filmsoc Christmas
double bill ! Out with the silly hats
and spray string. Marvel at those
magical muppets and their starspangled cast and Robin Hood
and his merry animated men,
chasing Maid Marion round Sherwood Forest. I can hardly wait!
DOUBLE INDEMNITY
BODY HEAT
George Sq Theatre
Dec 7, 6.45, 8.45
Barbara Stanwyck as the ultimate
femme fatale in a story of murder
and seduction in the first. Following that the 1981 version of the
same novel. A modem update of
an old master.
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228 4141
THE GOOD FATHER
2.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00 Dec 4
Last chance to see Anthony Hopkins, recently separated from his
wife and his relationship w ith
another man in the same situation .
BETTY BLUE
Dec 5-11 , 4.00, 6.25, 8.50
Jean-Jacques Bienix's naughty
naughty little French film of an
ever-so-pretty young couple,
romping across France to their
destiny.
ROUND MIDNIGHT
Dec 12 onwards, 1.15, 3.45, 6.15,
8.45
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Clerk Street
667 7332
LABYRINTH
2.40, 5.10, 7.00
A Christmassy type venture from
Muppetteer Jim Henson. A young
girl loses her brother to King of the
Goblins, Dave Bowie himself, and
gets together with three helpers to
save him from DB's evil clutches.
Ziggy eat your heart out!
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
2.25, 6.25, 9.05
·.Mayhem and madness as Danny
(dwarf) de Vito tires to snap up the
fortune of his Hollywood wife. Farcical and fun : ideal to make you
forget those looming exams.
BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA
2.10, 6.40, 9.00
Kurt Russell, man of mucho
macho, good looks but probably
little bra in, is t ransported from the
life of a trucketto a land of oriental
ma\jic, mystery and fantasy.

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace

4472660
HEAVENLY PURSUITS
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Tom Conti and Helen Mirren in a·
Glaswegian comedy about -a
Catholic schoolteacher who finds
his faith challenged by a set of
domestic miracles.
TOP GUN
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Isn't patriotism wonderful? Jin- ·
goistic American film where the
good guys always w in the battles
and pull the girls. Just like real life.
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Another one to see before you
return home. The beautiful adap- .
tation of E. M. Forster's novel of a
young girl's awakening on a tour
of Europe.
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Lothian Road 229 3030
LEGAL EAGLES
Phone for times
The ever-bland, never-balding
Robert
Redford
puts
his
pacemaker on overdrive as he
plays a hapless lawyer trying to
prosecute a girl he can hardly keep
his hands off.
THE MISSION
Phone for times
Not to be missed. Jeremy Irons
and Robert de Niro as two Jesuit
priests in South America fighting
against the destruction of their
missions. The film analyses the
differing attitudes of the two men
on the path to salvation.
HOWARD THE DUCK
Phone for times
Excellent entertainment for ch ristmas as our hero, How ard, a very
human duck, falls to earth from his
heavenly home and proceeds to
win the charms of all he encounters. A 'riew breed of hero'.
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2 Forrest Road
225 9873
TRUE WEST
4-7 Dec; 7.30 pm
Tickets: £2.50, £2 cone,
£1 (EUTC members)
By Sam Shepard. Set in Southern
California, it begins as a realistic
account of the conflict between
two brothers: one a screen w riter,
_the other a petty th ief an_d drifter.

L y
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E u M

Grindlay Street
2299697
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
5 Dec-10 Jan; 7 pm (except 11
Dec) and 2 pm matinee on Satur-.
days
·Student concessions : £1.50-£3.50
By the fabulous Lewis Carroll. An
adventurous story with good costumes, colour and music which
takes place in the topsy-turvy
world of Wonderland : a metaphor
for ttie Student offices.

ADAM HOUSE
Chambers Street
THE MAN WHO CAME
TO DINNER
6-13 Dec; 7.30 pm
Tickets: £2.50, £2 cone
Available from Usher Hall box
office: 225 3744
By Moss Hart and George Kaufman, performed by the Edinburgh
Graduate Theatre Group.

GEORGE SQUARE
T H E A T R E
George Square
THE INCREDIBLE BRECHIN
BEETLE BUG
5-6 Dec; 7.30 pm
£3.50, cone £2, ava ilable from Ticket Centre, Waverley Bridge, 3225
3732
By Matt McGinn, performed by
the 7:84 Theatre Com pan

-=----..::;:~H~

11 2 West Bo~, Grassmarket
2262633
THE SILVER SPRIG
Till 21 Dec; 7.30 pm
6 and 7 Dec; 2.30 pm matinees
Tickets : Full price £3.50, cone £2
By lain Sutherland. A world premiere no lessl Billed as a musical
midwinter fairytale for all ages, so
that's bound to include us students if anyth ing is.
LOSING VENICE
8 Dec-23 Dec; 7.30 pm
Sat mats 2.30 pm
Tickets: £2 cone
By John Clifford. Performed at the
Lyceum
Studio,
Cambridge
Street. An advent ure of frenzied
activity and perverse logic, festooned w ith farcical and comic
exuberance. I think t hat says it all
really I
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2 Leven Street
2291201
CINDERELLA
8 Dec-21 Feb; 7 pm
matinees 2.15 pm
Tickets: £5-£6; cone available
Starring Rikki " Rev I. A. M. Jolly"
Fulton and Walter Carr asJhe Ugly
Sisters. so it should be oood.

NETHERB O W
43 High Street
556 9579
THE MAGIC WHISTLE
2 Dec-20 Dec; 7 pm (except Sundays) and 2.30 pm on Sats
£2.50, £1.50 concessions
By Shona Liddle. Performed by
the Netherbow Raiders. Meet the
three-headed monster, Finn the
Fearless and the golden deer.
Learn how to make a Bronze Age
spag hetti sandwich (from two loo
rolls and an empty packet of
cornflakes no doubt l). If that isn't
enough for you t hen there's also
some terrible pu ns to enjoy

I B S

TALBOT RICE NATION A L
GA L L E R Y GALLERY
Old College, south Bridg~
6671011 ext43208
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 13 Dec
PRINTS FROM PEACOCK - Still
going (although if strong or not I
just don't ~now) •

The Mound
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm
Till Dec 24
An exh ibition of prints by the Scottish artists (all two of them) WILLIAM STRANG and D. Y. CAMERON .

GALLERY OFC A L T 0 N
MODERN ART G A L L E R Y
Belford Road
5568921
Mon -Sat 10-5 pm ; Sun 2-5 pm
6 Dec-11 Jan
FRANS WIDERBURG - One of
Norway's leading artists.

C I T Y

-----------~
10
Royal Terrace
5561010
Mon-Fri 10-6 pm; Sat 10-1 pm
CHRISTMAS EXHIBITION I
don't know about those of you
reading this, but it's rea lly boring
writing those two words again

O D E ON

A sta ndard £1.50 student

fro m Sunday to Thursday.
cost you £2.60. All cinemas

D OM IN

Students pay £,1.20 for all
The only exception is the I
on ly non-sm okin g part oft
shut on Sun days.

FILMH
Matinees cost 50p; early
£1 .20. These tickets are on
mance starts. No concessi
you can book these in a
cinemas.

FILMS
Members get in free to all
can be pu rchased in adva
week and from the Postgr
Place, at the weekend. Me
All tickets for lunchtime pr
your consum ption. Mem
allows reductions on all r
are held every Monday
interested in any aspect of

TRAVE
Exclusive offer this year
which allows many ben
Sunday performance; £2
before performance; free
theatre clubs in Britain. I

LVCEU

They offer a plastic card
two tickets at concession
mance). Check at box offi

E SCA ..

Edinburgh Student Charill
(225 4061 ). Pop into ouro
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for

SN O

.

St udents are welcomed
Orchestra concerts at the
availa bl e from 7 pm each

CAM E

Afte rnoon shows cost £l.
pm ) are £2.70.

A R T

C E N T R ....
E SCOTTISH
GALLERY

,,,,,._,,..-.._--'~-----'L.L2 Market Street
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 6 Dec
DAZZLE INVITES - Best of contemporary jewellery.
THE EDINBURGH SCENE
EASTERN RUGS FROM LAURISTON Till 20 Dec
CHARLES GAVIN - An Edinburgh-born painter.

94 George Street
225 5955
Mon-Sat 9-6 pm ; Thurs 9-8 pm
Till 24 Dec, 29-31 Dec
·
CHRISTMAS
EXHIBITION
Appropriate time of year for it anyway!

FRUITMARKET
TORRANCE GALLERY
GALLERY 29 Market Street

29b Dundas Street
5566366
Mon-Sat 11-6 pm
, Till 31 Dec
CHRISTMAS
EXHIBITION
Another one!

225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 pm
Till Jan 3
FROM TWO WORLDS - Sounds
like the difference between the
Uni and the rest of Edinburgh.

NIONS

andela Centre: closed beiwe;°'
ec-12 Jan. Pleasance: closed ~
2 Jan. Teviot Row: closed 12
an. Chambers Street: closed 12
2Jan.
NKS

d

Bank holidays are Christmas a.neoit
ear's Day. Also, in Scotland, on
Day and 2nd Jan. Don't rely
ash dispensing machine;; as at
end to run out pretty quickly
ime of year !
HEALTit AND WELFARE
25,
Student Health Centre cl 0 sed11 bl
Dec. and 1, 2 Jan. A docW
call on 6671011. Nightline is nee·
he same time that the Pleasa

'cl

BUSES

.

s()BG-

ervices restricted on 25, 2 blisne'
1, 2 Jan. All details will ~e pu tater
he Edinburgh Advertiser Cif11
onth. LRT: 031-554 4494~
astern Scottish: 031-556
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. KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
CEILIDH
,1.10pm
Teviot Debating Hall
THE WOODENTOPS
Dr Graham Russell describing " A 8pm
MIAOW
Youth Expedition to Alaska ~ A
Live Band Ceilidh raising money
.Coasters
Survival Guide " . _
BILLY JONES
for the Pleasance Playgroup
ESCA CAROL SINGING
cause. Plus: Big raffle prize on
Lord Darnley
17-19 Guthrie Street
9pm; Free
offer
5.1 5pm
Pop/folk
SUPERTROG DISCO
Support the Charities Appeal by
Chambers St Union
volunteering to sing carols (all · 8pm
EDINBURGH CONTEMPORARY
under cover - you don't have to
ARTS TRUST
CHRISTMAS PARTY
be ultra-hardy) - if you can't
Queen's Hall
Overseas Students' Centre
make it today, try fitting in an hour
8pm; £2
8.30 pm and on
.
or so either tomorrow or at the
Britten memorial concert.
The OSC party with special guest
weekend.
St Nich'olas promised. Mulled
OXFAM SCOTLAND
HARPSICHORD RECITAL
wine, mince pies and cookies
Roxburgh Hotel,
Reid Concert Hall
included in the admission price :
Charlotte Square
1.10; Free
£2.
7.30 pm
Lunchtime rehearsal of music for
US ' attorney and human rights
harpsichord_with Peter Williams.
investigator Mary Dutcher discusMETHSOC
sing the Nicaraguan situation,
Nicolson Sq Church
especially in the light of the recent
8.45am
White· House revelations. For critics and supporters of the SanESCA CAROL SINGING
ELVIS COSTELLO
danistas alike - an interesting
17-19 Guthrie Street
Playhouse
evening in store.
12.30 pm
Last chance for ent husiastic sing- · 7.30 pm; £7.50, £8.50
Whatever happened to Elvis Cosing.
. tello? Tonight you can find out.
UNIVERSITY CAROL SERVICE
POLITICS SOC
, Grayfriars
BIG COUNTRY
CHRISTMAS PARTY
7pm
Large Seminar Room,
Students, staff and friends all BIG DISH
lngliston Showground
Politics Dept
freely encouraged to attend
5.30-8.00 pm
Am I mistaken or do Big Country
have only the one song?
If you 're on the Christmas party
round, this looks a good bet for
E.L.S.E. CHRISTMAS PARTY.
JESSE WINCHESTER
starters : " gallons of homebrew"
Basement, 25 Buccleuch Place
Wilkie House, Cowgate
prom ised.
.8pm
Louisiana singer-songwriter.
ESCA CAROL SINGING
Need to bring your own bottle
All over the place
SNO
5.30pm
Usher Hall
Carol singers should head/ for
7.30 pm ; £2-£8.50
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Cameron Toll, the St James
More tributes to Britten.
Chaplaincy Centre
Centre, the ASDA Supermarket
1.10pm
and Waverley Market (the WaverLast of term with Rev. MacMillan
ley Bridge entrance here).
from St Giles : "Joseph-Reading
BUNAC ORIENTATION MEETING
History Hopefully".
Och ii Room at the Pleasance
ELVIS COSTELLO
LAGS
6.45pm
Playhouse
·
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
All those interested in BUNAC-ing
See Fri 5 Dec.
8pm
in the States next summer should
A video for the final meeting.
turn up tonight - vital pearls of
BALD CORMORANT
GREEN BANANA CLUB .
wisdom from Ailsa Carpenter.
Lord Darnley
Potterrow
CHRISTIAN UNION CAROL
3pm; Free
8 pm-1 am
SERVICE
Bring your records for Happy Hour
Chaplaincy Centre
ROADRUNNER
(8.30-9.30) · anmd t he frequently
7.30pm
Preservation Hall
You've got two options for some ensuing chaos afterwards.
9pm; Free
lusty carol singing - tonight or
Sunday night.

SUN

· n rate holds in all ci nemas
at the weekends entry w ill

~moking .

N
nces in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
·ngshows in Cine~a 3 - t he
ing. Incidenta lly, this p lace 1s

SE

shows (Sunday-Friday) cost
le30m inutes before perfo rfor main even ing films but
£2.20. Non-smokin g in both

nces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
y Union Shop during the
nts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
is on sale at all shows.
include soup and b read for
the Bedlam is £2.00, wh ich
diam Com mittee m eetings
pm in the theatre. Any one
is always welcom e.

E
bership : £4 for fou r y ears,
include a free ticket t o any
ntstandby t icket 1O minutes
raverse Bar and m any ot her

ti which allows y ou

~

t o cla im

£1 off cost of any perforls.

~e to all Scottish National

II. Tickets cost £2 and are
vening.

ling Performa~ces (7.00, 9.00

,1 ATRICULATION CARD

~RMATI

Tiy and
OUt
make reservations and look

1
Tray ~r special saver fares. EUSA's
to e Centres are British Rail Agents
i!IJeJou can avoid the Waverley
1451~· .Waverley enquiries: 031-556
Squ~r d1nburgh Travel Centre: Bristo
101g. e, 668 2162; Rose Street, 226
Ilea' and South Clerk Street, 667

~ES

Mai~~y
class libraries will be open.
1

'llcati rary, George Square: During
"een°~ °Pen 9-5 Mon-Fri; closed bet~ b Dec-5 Jan. Law Library:
~l!dica i e~een 24 Dec-5 Jan. Erskine
Dec.5 J ibrary: closed between 24
Bridge·~~ · Central Library, George IV
\<..
• osed25,26 Decand 1,2 Jan.
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eve'Yth'enever possible try to chec
~ans. ~ng before you make any
illofus ave a Happy Christmas from
at What's On.

5

DEC

DEC

TUES 9 DEC

WED10DEC

SAT

T H U R 1 1D EC

.are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
ime or come d own around
I lunchtime gathering.
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SPANISH AND ITALIAN SOCS
MUSICAL SOCIETY
1 Venter Terrace (Flat 1)
Chaplaincy Centre
8pm
_ 7.30pm
£1 to enter this one - food and A Ceilidh with mince pies and mu Idrink offered for your money here. led wine. £2 here.
HOT-AIR BALLOON CLUB
PAUPERS BALL
Sheep's Heid, Duddingston
Chambers St Union
Doors open 8-12
8.00-ish
" Beer 'n' Skittles" evening plan· Your final attempt to wipe out this
ned at the Sheep's Heid's alley. term probably your best
Call 667 2171 to find out the trans- chance : late licence until 2 with
port info.
Happy Hour between 8.30-9.30.
Surprise visit from Santa heard on
MEGADISCO
the grapevine. Plus : three bands
Teviot Row'Union
including New York Pig Funkers."
8-2 am
Nearly your last chance - clear Entry is £2.
your mind of those class exam - - - - - - - - - - - p robs anyway: time to be in the
bar tonight: 9-10 pm.
CLUBKASUMO
THE THREE JOHNS
Potterrow
Potterrow
8 pm-1 am
8pm
A Happy Hour (8.30-9.30) to ready_ The politically aware Three Johns
yourself for Blue Blue Too live live later on - only students and
upstairs.
guests wi II be allowed in : tickets
CELLAR BAR DISCO
will be £1 .50 in advance and £2 on
Chambers St Union
the night.
8pm
MEGADISCO
TEviotRow
8-2am
If you've been rest rained up to
ESCA CAROL SINGING
now, you 've no excuse but to give
17-19 Guthrie Street
up all inhibitions for the final fling
12.30 pm
of term - remem ber, 4 Ba rs to.
Further call for carol singers make it to the ESCA Office by choose between before heading
12.30 or arrive at one of those upstairs to jive it off. But I'd get
locations shown on Friday by 1 there early - it's bound to be
packed tonight.
m.

f R I 12 D E C

SAT

6

DEC

6

DEC

CULTURE
Coasters
7.30 pm; £5 at door, £4.50 in
advance
This should be a great skank.
SING THE BLUES
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free

TUES 9 DEC
THE MOODY BLUES
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £7, £8, £9
" A bunch of old fogies," quoth
Lorna Henderson.
THE ALICE HOUSE
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
The female lead singer has an
amazing pair of eyes I Go and see
them .

WED10DEC
PERISTAt..:SIS B'ROTHERS
Boston Bean Co.
9 pm ; Free
BILLY JONES
Canny Man's, Morningside Rd
8.30 pm ; Free
Pop/folk.

sco
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £3.50-£9
Dame Janet Baker sings Dido in
Purcell's Dido and Aenas.
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
RENAISSANCE SINGERS
St Stephen's Church,
"S t Vincent Street
8pm; £1
Renaissance music for Christmas
and Advent - very original I

THUR11DEC

sco

Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £3-£8.50
Music by Haydn, Stravinsky and
Britten.

SUN

7

DEC

A-HA
Playhouse
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT
Some good songs, but I'd feel
such a 'dick' if I wentto one of their
.concerts.
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9 pm ; Free
Pop/folk.
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTER~
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
.Ten-piece rhythm 'n' blues
combo.
SCOTTISH SINGERS
Queen's Hall
7.30 pm; £2

THE NEW YORK PIG FUNKERS
DEAF HEIGHTS CAJUN ACES
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Chambers Street
8pm;£2
'BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9 pm ; Free
Pop/folk.
ANNUAL CAROL PARTY
McEwanHall
7pm
Edinburgh University Music Society hold their annual evening of
Christmas cheer.

FRl12DEC
PART CREDO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm ; £2-£8.50
The SNO perform Mozart's Rondo
for. piano and orchestra ; BeethChoral
Fantasia;
·oven
Tchaikovsky_The. Nutcracker.

MONS DEC
STATUS QUO.
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £7.50; £8.50
Sometimes it'sg reattoseea band
m ake a revival. Sometimes it's

iit1

WHAT'S ON STAFF
ALM
THEATRE
EXHIBffiONS
UNIVENTS
MUSIC

Fran Hughes·
Loma Henderson ·
Sandra Catto
Hugo Fenwick
Raleh Hasselpren
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Behind ·you

SELF-ACCUSATION AND
FAMILY VOICES
Bedlam; 26th Nov
Golly kids, there was some
pretty heavy Karma going down
· at the Bedlam last Wednesday.
Not only did the naughty Bedlam
people not put on the show that
was advertised in Student, but the
show that they did put on was one
of those wacky zany ones that
makes you glad to be a student.
First of all we were propelled
into the theatre and given
blindfolds - no, that doesn't
express it very well - we were
kicked in and shouted at to shut
up , sit down and not move.

DRAMA
THE SIL VER SPRIG
Traverse Theatre ; 29th Nov
The "silver sprig" is the key to
turning the fortunes of the hapless
King Andy and of his domain,
Strathgushel. His daughter, Princess Doucillie, and his odd-job
man , Smoutie, wish to marry but
Andy has made a poverty-induced
agreement with the evil Sir Gallus
Todlowrie, stating that he instead
can have his daughter's hand in
marraige. The race against time is
then on to save Doucillie from her ·
future husband and to conquer Sir
Gallus' evil master, the Prince of
the Wicked Fairies, Prince Fous- ·
tiegirn.
The pantomime is set amidst a
highly convincing birch wood and
is accompanied by medieval folk
songs combined with evil synthplaying every time the baddies
come on ; the Prince of whom, by
the way, speaks with an English
public school accent, in contrast
to the good guys' broad Scottish
ones.
Although fairly original and
with contemporary quips such as
"Mine's a pint of heavy!" , traditional pantomime lovers will not
be disappointed . There are shouts
to join in with and songs to sing,
despite the sometimes distinctly
weak vocal performances of some
members of the cast.
There were mainly children and
parents in the audience providing
delightful giggles and shouts of
"Behind you!" , as fireworks
banged and smoke whirled across
the stage. One boy was so cross
with the heroine's infuriatingly
slow attempts to understand the
paoto horse's wild warnings
against the approaching baddies,

Then, when all this bawling and
shouting was done and I began to
think that it was just an elaborate
bit of silliness, on came the proverbial Bedlam loudspeakers spol!ting a dialogue of petty rebellion:
"I stood when I should have
remained seated, spoke when I
should have been silent , spat in
public places," that sort of thing.
In fact that's about all I remembeF

THE MURDER ROOM

"Mine's a pint of heavy!"
that he scrambled down the seats
and had to be forcibly restrained
from stomping onto the stage to
set it all right. Although the tiny
blonde girl sitting next to me
remained composed when I
shrieked as the underworld gaped
open, full of swirling red flames
and crawling creatures in black.
However , true to form, the
goodies won the day . Doucillie
and her love Smoutie solve the
riddle of the silver sprig and find
the entrance tci the wicked fairies'
HQ on the evil night of Black
Mid-Winter. Oxter. the s1mer

Mus. Soc.
Orchestra
EUMS ORCHESTRA
Reid Hall; 29th Nov
The main work in this concert
was Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto No. 2 in which the soloist
was Nicholas Austin. It was not ,
however , the highlight of the
programme. The soloist did not
seem to be sufficiently famili ar
with the work and this led to some
rathe r awkward moments; in the
first movement , for example, the
timing was somewhat free.
He was showed to best advantage in the second movement ,
which was rather marred by some
tentative woodwind solos , which
did not support the pianist well .
The delicacy with which this
movement was played was unfort'unately carried over into the
other movements , where it led to
some important solo passages
being obscured by the quite
reasonable level of playing of the
strings.
The first piece to be played was
Walton's Crown Imperial, a lavish
coronation piece, which was
slightly too restrained on the part
of the brass. The piece has some
exciting fanfare solos which were
not really sufficiently extravagant.
The
final
piece,
Shos-

CLASSICAL
takovitch 's Sth Symphony, was a
welcome change. It was excellently played in general. Certain
sections of the orchestra in particular were vastly improved . The
brass were boisterous in the second movement and brash in the
first , while the wind played some
beautifully lyrical solos with the
harp sounding like a harpsichord.

panto-horse, deals with the baddies, leaving Prince Foustiegirn
and his cronies doo med to a
lifetime existence of servitude to
King Andy.
The ending was disappointingly
weak and oversimplified compared to the non-stop action of the
rest of the show , and was accompanied by obnoxious "Haven't we
had a jolly good time" smiles,
much appreciated by parents and
grannies, but it could not detract
from an otherwise professional
and enjoyable Christmas panto.
Rebecca Palmer

Bedlam; 29th Nov
A not very funny play which
ended up with a lot of farcical running and jumping around the
stage with everyone turning on
and off the lights and saying something memorable , which I can't
remember.
The troubles probably started
with the script, the problem ~eing
that it wasn't very funny . This
sounds harsh , but it did contain a
lot of very clichect humour centred
aro und conversations with people
talking at cross-purposes . and
picking up on half-heard and misunderstood lines, with such classics as a pun o n done in, done for,
done it etc. There were also a few
jokes, such as: "He is a fine
upstanding young man" . . .
"Well , he won't be standing much
longer" (at which point Barry
reaches for his crotch - funny,
eh?

because it's pretty difficult to tak
notes when you' ve got a blindfoJ~
on.
So that went on for a bit (a bit
too l?ng actu~lly) and after the
ams!Jc terronsm was over we
were allowed to ta ke off the
blindfolds and watch ~n outrage.
ously good production of "Family
Voices" wi.th a faberoony perfor.
mance by James Wallace as the
memorably named Vo ice 1.
What is it Rebecca would say?
"Here was the perfect union of SO·
called amateur theatre and professionalism" -yes, a nd the soup
was mce too.
David Stenhouse
The performance really lacked
life, it was slow-paced , in manv
places sloppy and altogether flat
nevertheless I must concede tha;
it is not easy to give an inspirational performance in front of an
audience of five people .
Most of the individual performances were unremarkable, with
two notable exceptions: Gillian
Morrison was excellent as the
daughter Susan , the o nly person
on the stage with any life at all , she
gave a professional performance
that had me laughing out loud frequently and left me continually
looking forward to her next entry
or speech. ·stephen Keys, on the
other hand, was incredibly irritating as her American boyfriend; he
wouldn't stop fidgeting for one
second, leaped about the stage
like a flea on heat and had not the
slightest idea how to give a refined
and interesting performance.
Tom Bradby

extended meditation on the con·'
trast between the joys of life and
the beauty of the E arth o n the one
hand and on the other the transit·
ory nature of those e njoyments
which will be extingu ished by
death. Sanderling displayed a
strong rapport with the orchestra
and his direction was one which
handled the details with care with·
out neglecting the all-important
emotional tone of the work. The
contralto Ca rolyn Watkinson,
gave a s~btle performance with
some fine phrasing. Tenor Ken·
neth Woollan was equally in con·
trol and his rendering of Der
Trunkene was especi ally strong.

SNO/SANDERLING
Usher Hall; 28 November
Schubert's Symphony No. 8,
Unfinished, is one of the composers's best-known works, its two
slow movements complementing
each other perfectly. The evening's guest conductor, Kurt Sanderling, approached the work in a
straightforward manner which
brought out to the full the melodic
beauty of this piece.
The other work in last Friday's
programme was Mahler's Song of
the Earth. This is a composition in
the unusual form of six solo songs
each with full orchestral accompaniment, rather than the usu ~!

Scott C. Styles

SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

sco
Queen's Hall
The third movement was
perhaps a little too calm and not
very intense, but broad and emotional. The strings played electrically, violently and wildly in the
finale - this was not perhaps
quite as subtle as it might have
been , a criticism which could by
no means be levelled at the rest of
the work , and indeed, the rest of
the concert.
Katie Alcock.

After an efficient, if uoinspired, performance of Mozart's
Symphooy No. 25 in G minor, the
SCO strengthened their brass section in readiness for Stravinsky's.
The soloist, Ernst Kovacic
leapt into the intensely rhythmi~
opening movement with an
almost ~anic gleam in the eye,
and despite occasional stodginess

from the trombones and a touch
of uncertainty at the beginning of ·
. the foui:th movement , he gave an
1mpress1vely cohesive account of
the work .
The second half of the programme opened with Ibert's
Rondo 'Homage a Mozart', which
was played with sufficient energy
under the direction of Ronald
~llman to compensate for its
Ernst Kovacic
h~htness. Weber\ Symphony No .
Ji/IS
movement
, but its a ndante tioe
. l _m C (with which the composer
0
the
piece
and
the
beauuful
himself wa~ ~o~ entirely satisfied)
part was sperbly executed. . ~.fl
may be d1s1omted in the first
CotinHllD'-..,....
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Watson involves the audience in the spirit of fishing.
fleet seems to have the surname Cellardyke during the last days of
Watson. Though neither he nor the great herring fleets . Watson
his · father are fishermen them- has researched family history, and
selves, his holidays we re spent in gone out on the boats in order to

uniform - almost garish acrylic
yellows, running through pastels
to the deep straight-from-thetube ultramarine blue. Though
these colours are approkhable
and serve to involve you iQothe life
of the men, they only really work
in the night scenes lit by yellow oil
lamps. The day scenes merely
look rather pretty.
However, it is perhaps this
approach that makes the exhibition so lively. By rejecting harsh,
dull colours - the greys, blues
and blacks so abundant in our own
dear Edinburgh, let alone some
cold wet February night at sea we are shown the warmth of these
men . By making his figures m~ve
in their concentrated balance
dance, we remember not the
harsh conditions, but the shanties
and dances, story-telling and
verse of these communities.
Sometimes this is very subtle, at
others, direct- "Shooting (Casting) the Net" has the fisherman
holding the net he was about to
throw as if it were an accordion.
It has to be said that by
emphasising this lyrical aspect in
the paintipgs, especially with his
use of colour, Watson sacrifices
some of the energy and grit in the
drawings. The black and white
contrast balances the poetry with
starkness, making these images
twice as interesting.

"Night Club Greeters" - deserving to lose their dignity.
colours bind the figures as groups general statement about it.
In any case, Slavin has certainly
while throwing them into relief,
and their composition is imagina- made a statement about his own
tive, varied , and so consummately attitudes towards British society.
skilful that it is a joy to behold for · "The Britons" has been described
its own sake. The groups por- as an affectionate view of the quirtrayed are as diverse as kiness and eccentricity of the
debutantes, Channel swimmers, British in groups. He undoubtedly
the Orange Lodge and Morris shows his subjects as quirky and
Men, the aim being to capture as eccentric, taking this to the brink
wide a cross-section of British soc- of comedy. However, most of the
iety as possible, and thus , time the humour jarred and was
perhaps, to make some sort of lost on me . The whole thing was

strongly reminiscent of a "Club
Biscuit" advert in treatment and
choice of subject matter. It was as
if Slavin had gone out of his way to
find "whacky-as-only-the-Britishcan-be" institutions and then to
play this up for all it was worth .
The result was that he robbed his
subjects of their dignity in most
cases. Perhaps it was fair with
groups which were asking to be
sent UR , such as "Night Club
Greeters" , but was annoying

when applied to the Channel
Swimmers Association
who
became a freaks' circus through
Slavin's lens. His viewpoint might
have been excusable but for the
fact that he produced a set of
cliches, behind which was another
cliche - the patronising, condescending attitude towards Europe
of certain Americans , albeit well
meant.

Fishy stuff
(i.1ill:t.1
tfANWATSON
~llery; until 20th Dec

)live near the Suffolk coast,
and in the ubiqu~tous httle art ~al
leries present m every seaside
cown or village, can be found
watercolours: Thames barges
drift seren~ly. on . pale sea
estuaries, sails filled with sum!T!er
breezes, the boats are people w1.th
tiny wooden figures, or some picturesque old sea.salt. The weather
. such pictures ts always warm :~is the only weather suitable for
such artistic mastutbatton .
A)an Watson's paintings and
drawings of the fishing fleets of
Cellardyke and Anstruther are
different . For those of us whose
only contact with this way ofliving
is the intermmable fishmg fo recast on Radio 4, this is a glimpse of
a life now all but gone. Among the
fishermen painted are Watson's
grandfather and . great-grandfather , not to mentton numerous
other relatives; in fact, most of the

I "I

get an insider's view of this kind of
life.
He wants to involve the spectator too directly in the spirit of
the fishing. Using sharp, downward angles that cut off the sky,
therefore space, he brings the
watcher to directly confront the
action. Bright greens, pinks and
mauves; warm yellow and ochres;
patches of deep blues and rusts ,
all draw you into the picture. But
it is the figures and their heavybooted movement - the fisherman's weird dance of balance on
the constantly moving deck, that
Watson catches the concentration
of the men in their task.
So the observer is drawn into
the methods - "Listening For
Herring" , men crouched in the
bow, hands cupping ears, listening for the sounds of leaping herring - or into the violence of the
sea. " Running the St Nicholas
Gap" reconstructs the night his
grandfather was washed overboard in a storm.
But does the painter's involvement in the subject produce
images exciting enough to interest
the general public in 20 pictures of
blue-smocked fishermen and their
fish? Apart from the three huge
"ancestral" portraits (thin-lipped
half smiles , pale eyes cold as picnic eggs) every image is filled with
one or more fishermen all occupying roughly the same area . The
colour scheme too is virtually

~ ·

Fly Freeman

THE BRITONS
Stills Gallery; until Jan
"The Britons", this year's
Christmas exhibition at the Stills
Gallery , is a collection of 50 or so
large colour photographs (20" x
24" polaroids) by American
photographer Neal Slavin , which
form an outsider's view of the contemporary British when part of a
group.
Slavin is best known for his 1976
book of American group portraits

When Two Or More Are Gathered
Together, and inspired by this, the
National Museum of Photography, Film and Television in
Bradford commissioned him to
undertake a similar project in B ~i
tain. The work took three long
shooting sessions, one portrait per
day, a four-person crew and a
giant Pol aroid Instant Land camera which produces one-off, peelapart prints of exceptionally high
quality , but which requires constant attention to keep it in working order.
The results of this effort are a
set of striking, attractive and technically brilliant photographs. The
balance of vibrant, rich and muted

!._HE EDINBURGH SCENE
City of Edinburgh Art Centre;
unttl 6 Decembe r
" Publicist outside the gallery:
Roll up, roll up, ladies and ent-

lemen. Come and see a visual
extravaganza that will astonish ,
nay , astound you; that will bring
out your patriotic fervour for our
beautiful city. Come on , folks ,
keep in line; no shoving madam ,

Los Perros Cazadores (de Bilboa) by Charles Gavin'. His
exhibition runs at the City Art Centre until 20th December.

• Assunta Del Priore

there's plenty of time. Do not miss
this opportunity to see not one,
but sixty-six paintings, prints and
collages of the Castle, Military
Tattoo, even the beautiful streets
of Stockbridge. A not-to-be-missed event, ladies and gentlemen
-and what will it cost you? Absolutely nothing, except about five
minutes and a bit of shoe leather;
but what's that when you're having fun! You , yes YOU, have the
chance to vote for the best picture
in the exhibition; not an obligatory manoeuvre to make Mrs, you
have a completely free choice: as
long · as you vote for No. 42!
What's in it for you, sir? Not a lot
really; it's the artist that'll profit,
the winner receives twenty-five
hundred smackers. Long live the
artist, long may he reign-talking
of which, it's getting a little wet
out here, let us, ladies and gentlemen, shelter among these colourful works; let us be stimulated by
culture, form, tone, and Princes
Street. Walk this way ... "

THE OOl-22555.lJ
Alison Brown
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r Christmas quackefs! ,
Festivities will begin soon, and to coincide with them there are actually some good mms
around to take your mind off ridiculous red-nosed quadrupeds and the nineteenth showing of
The Sound ofMusic. The Mission and Round Midnight are set to start on the 12th, while other
goodies to look forward to are Howard •.• A New Breed of Hero, Basil the Great Mouse
,..'h C ,
{.,,
Detecti¥e, an d i• e 01ouro JHOney.

·~It's

grown a bit since The Deerhunte_r.,,

ter. Most of it is given to
Altamirano, an envoy sent by the
Pope to South America in order to
ABC
protect Jesuit interests while the
Dir: Roland Joffe
Spanish and Portuguese colonials
Within live minutes The Misreorganise their borders.
sion provides one of the most strikWe see The Mission through his
ing cinematic images of 1986. A
eyes, as he retrospectively comJesuit priest, clad only in a
poses a detailed letter to his
loincloth, is tied to a large wooden
superiors. While he speaks, the
cross. Together they float
landscape , characters and events
downstream, helpless in the face of
unfold in a majestic but never conthe river and brooding South
trived way. Mendoza , originally a
American jungle that surrounds
mercenary and slave-trader, faces
them.
a spiritual crisis after killing his
The water begins to foam , and
brother. Father Gabrial offers salwithout warning they plunge
vation
through
a
ruthless·
downwards for an eternity, highpenance , and the chance to join
lighted by the raging white waterhim and the native Indians on his,
fall. Then nothing. With the force·
the most inaccessible of the jungle
of a bullet the cross plunges into
missions. Mendoza is eventually
the depths below.
ordained.
It is a marvellous reminder of
With the Portuguese/Spanish
film 's potential, capturing an
settlement, and the consequent
entirety that the human eye never
decision to promote slavery and
could. It is also the first of a
limit the influence of Church by
number of breathtaking visual
destroying the missions , he faces
and thematic synthe s which are
his second spiritual crisis - to
almost a justification for any film
obey Gabriel and resist passively,
in which they occur.
This is something director or to follow his deeply rooted
fighting instincts.
~oland Joffe must be aware of,
Joffe doesn't
smce Jeremy Irons and Robert De preach or sentimentalise. The
Niro as two Jesuit priests, Gabriel emotion is there in the jungle , in
and Mendoza respectively , are the vulnerability of the Indians,
given precious little dialogue with and the subtlety of tone and action
which to create depth of charac- that De Niro and Irons achieve in

THE MISSION

HOWARD ..• A NEW
BREED OF HERO
Dir: George Lucas
Forget Labyrinth and Big Trouble in Little China. Howard the
duck is a New Breed of Hero who
will provide you with the Christmas escapism everyone seems so
desperate to rmd. With the quack
production team responsible for
American Gralitti and Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom
behind him, Howard can hardly
fail .
"Howard" the duck ruffles his
feathers with disbelief. Standing
barely three feet tall, and looking
li.ke a fluffy edition of ET, he ha
siust been hurled millions of miles
across the universe from the comfort of his own liivng room to an
alley in Cleveland. He has no

FILMHOUSE
Dir: Denys Arcand
Historically, every empire must
observe a rise and a fall: at the
moment we are just beginning to
witness the collapse of Western
civilisation. Characteristic of any
dying society, this modern decline
is marked by decadence and a frenetic desire for individual happiness.
Such a concept is the premise
for The Decline of the American
Empire, written and directed by
French Canadian Denys Arcand.
An intelligent and thought-provoking film , Decline of the American Empire puts forth the notion
that our personal lives are altered
by the fact that we are actually !iving admist the deterioration of our
culture. Times of decline are not
only periods of political and social
confusion, but of intimate personal disorders as well. Arcand.
examines these disorders through
the dialogue of eight individuals.
Four women exercise their
bodies in a modem gymnasium ,
while their lovers and friends ,
four history professors, are busy
preparing them an elegant meal
for that evening. The conversations of the two segregated groups
centring on sex: infidelity,
homosexuality , sado-masochism,
and wife swapping, are all discussed .openly and enthusiastically.
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As these separate dialogues a
delicately spliced togeth.er, we a::
abte to. se~ ~he underlying deceit
0
b~i i.tthe
ifntdh1V1du,als.' anhd. the instayo
e re attons 1ps hidd
behind the light banter. Th~
boasts and confessions of th
people involved reveal a decaden~
drive towards selfish pleasu
which ultimately causes pain~~
angmsh.
Throughout the film , Arcand
throws in explosive statements
such as "the accession of women
to power has always been
associated with a decline", and
"lying is the basis of all love
affairs", deliberately designed to
rile the viewer. The film moves
along briskly; the dialogue prog.
ressively gets tighter and more
intense to reveal the bitterness
the cynicism , and the naivete of
various characters. .
As the American empire enters
old age, its inhabitants desperately reach out to find a life of fuJ.
fil~ent. Since the disappointing
failure of the Lenm-Marxist
regime , there has really been no
model for the modern citizen to
live by. In times of deterioration
people begin to live solely
instant gratification and perversion instead of for love and stability. Denys Arcand does an excellent job of exploring this idea in
his film ; the dialogue is real and
raw , and the issues raised will stay
with you long after you leave the
theatre.
Graham Benton

1

fo;

The result is extremely watcha~
ble, magnificently filmed, and not
without its fair share of pathos,
intensified perhaps by being
based on facts. From them Joffe
extracts a number of themes , and
keeps others ominously lurking
beneath the surface coherence ;
the potential horror of colonialisation for instance, the incongruity between Christian and
pagan culture, and the conflict
between faith in action and faith
in providence.

a

Overall, though , there is
sense of human nature and the
aimless cruelty it can inflict. Yet
its duality is captured in the
Jesuits and Indians, and more
subtlety by the imagery. The cross
plunging into the water is horrifying. Yet the scene is beautiful in a
strange way. As the final narrative
states, the honourable dead survive the shameful living. The
weaknesses are certainly there ,
but ultimately The Mission richly
deserves the Palm d'Or it won at
Cannes.
.
Matthew Calling

Dale Turner plays by himself when he feels horny.
Dexter Gordon in Round Midnight.

ROUND MIDNIGHT
CAMEO
Dir: Bertrand Tavernier
Cool jazz ... smoky cellar bars
· · . the Paris night . . . a shuffling
old man. Round Midnight is a
soulful evocation of the Paris jazz
scene of the late SOs, and a tribute
to two legendary musicians, Bud
Powell and Lester Young.

neither able to swim nor fly .
Instead he revels in the vices of
human beings - alcohol, smokThese two virtuosi are amalgamg and pornography, although he
left. his edition of" Playducks" mated into D ale Turner , a monu·••
I
.
~
- - -""!
:
~
behmd on his home planet. But mental performance by Dexter
a
real-life
jazz
nowhere is he more human than Gordon,
' ~
.
his relationship with Beverly, saxophonist. He shuffles croaks
_.- · awith
1
;-leggy pop-star. It appears that looks like one of George Rom~
the audience is dead on course for ero's finest , and plays the sax with
/'
~\ a bestial eyesore, but the plot a rare senitivity. A man of few
soon chamges direction as their words (though apparently more
privacy is interrupted by the scien- than Bud Powell, who , it is said ,
~~, ~ tists who claim they know why could go a week on five words)
Howard fell to earth.
Gordon is extremely hard t~
~
,I
The problem is that understand , sounding like Lee
--~
'-'
H?~ard is not the only victim of Marvin at 16 rpm.
this industrial malfunctioning , as
•
Do yo1,1 want to be stuffed with sage a plethora of evil forces worm
The film tells the story of
and onion or chestnuts?
th: ir way towards mankind . Only Turner's time in Paris towards the
a new breed of hero", yes that e~d of ~is life , and his growing
knowledge of why or how .
The interesting thing about randy bit of fluff, can stand in friendship with Francois, a young
their way!
man who idolises him and his
Howard that he is more like a man
than a duck, especially as he is
James Bannerman music.
< . ,..

ABC

a moving display offriendship and
mutual admiration.

THE DECLINE OF THE
AMERICAN EMPIRE

Turner is dying , slipping into a
bourbon-sodden decline. The way
that his young fan Francois gives
him back his self-respect is one of
the strengths of the film. Played
by Francois Cluzet , a fa miliar
face , he idolises Turner to the exc·
lusion of his daughter, but even
this is treated without the usual
Kramer vs Kramer slush. This is
an intelligent and mature movie.
Crisply photographed , and
daringly cast (Martin Scorcese
appears in a cameo), the film
could have done with a firmer
structure - it tends to meander,
but it is a treat to watch for the
music alone . Written and/or
arranged by the great Herbie
Hancock , who plays piano
throughout , may I say here and
now that I would like the sound·
track for Christmas. James Jazz
gives his seal of approval here.

yossi
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State of the Arts
Al the beginning of November,
Timothy Mason , Dire~tor of the
!he fut?re of th.e Arts in Scotland is hanging in the balance whilst the argument over
Scottish Arts Council (SAC) ,
ote a letter to all arts organisaits fundmg ~ontmues. Prue Jeffreys spoke to Timothy Mason, Director of the Scottish
wr
·
·
al
t
f
tions rece1vmg annu gran s ro'!1
Arts Council, about the work of the Council and the case for the Arts in Scotland.
ihem. In it he warned them that if
the government fai led to respond
to the forceful_ case put to It for
xtra arts fundmg, arts activity m
feels that one of the SA C's
~cotland would suffer a "severe
priorities must be to aim at as
setback". Unfortunately, the govmany different sections of society
ernment did just that.
as possible. Consequently in 1985
' As a result , the Arts Council of
the SAC instituted the Young Scot
Great Britain (ACG B), of which
discount scheme which enabled
the SAC: is a part, has been given
school leavers throughout Scot£138.4 million for the coming
land to obtain reductions at over
fi nancial year, a nse of 3.5 per
50 arts organisations.
cent. However, in real terms, this
amount falls £1.6m short of what
"The ACGb also issued a code
the Arts Council maintain is its
of practice on arts and disabilities,
minimum operating cost of
so we're looking very much this
£140m. It asked for £160m.
year at getting arts organisations
As far as Scotland is concerned,
to consider what they should be
this means that it is extre mely
doing to make their arts more
unlikely that the SAC, who
accessible. "
The Edinburgh
receive a percentage of the
· Theatre Workshop is a prime
ACGB grant, will get the 17 per
example of this, encouraging
cent increase they asked for. The
community involvement in the
exact division of the ACGB grant
arts. There have been special prohas yet to be decided, but it would
jects and events for the mentally
seem that the "severe setback"
handicapped, both encouraging
which Mr Mason threatened,
them to come into workshop and
looks set to happen.
going out to meet them. Mr
All this looks very depressing
Mason would like to see more of
for the future of Scottish Arts , but
this.
Mr Mason is ever hopeful that the
"The thrust of this year is sumarts in Scotland will maintai n their
. med up in changing attitudes.
standards . I asked him to outline
There's no lack of goodwill, it's
the job of the SAC.
just difficult for people to know
"Our main involvement is to
how to go about it. "
subsidise arts organisations, in
It is obvious that the SAC is full
partnership with local authorities
of goodwill and that their
and other financial bodies. If you
- priorities are not only practical
want professional arts, particu- · Timothy Mason, Director of the.SAC, putting a brave face on it.
but cover a lot of ground.
larly if you want them to tour , the
"Our main priority, hwoever, is
cost gets very high and the box
really to help arts organisations to
office alone cannot provide that.
trend with the SAC seems to be the Western Isles, the Shetland5 survive as best they can. Year
So by keeping the price down , you
after year we have the same probthat they not only support major and Orkneys, etc."
open the doors to a wider range of
The SAC is true to its word . In !em, there's too little to divide and
companies like -Scottish National
people."
Opera , but are willing to put their April 1985, The Dumfries and to maintain a programme that
Opening doors is one of the
money wherever they see talent , Galloway Arts Association was makes it worthwhile to do it.
main priorities of the SAC . Mr
and that they aim to cater for as established to encourage arts When your money gets tight, the
Mason is aware that arts organisawide an audience a,s possible in as activity through this largely rural temptation of theatres is to put
tions can be criticised for being
region , and the appointment of a smaller productions on and to
wide an area as possible.
elitist - the Royal Opera Com" We realise that in Scotland Gaelic playwright in residence ,. have smaller casts. There's a
pany, claimed The Sunday Times ·we've got to be conce rned about based in Stornoway, aims tQ temptation to put on safer progrecently , is loved neither by the
·geographical spread. Most of the encourage new writing in Gaelic; rammes of arts. I think it's imporArts Council nor the general pubamongst
young tant to encourage new work and
major arts organisatio ns are in particularly
lic because of its reputation for
to support individuality."
pretty central plac"s, so we've got people.
arrogance and elitism. The overall
Yet , despite the SAC's worthy
In addition to this, Mr Mason
to remember what's going on in

Sciennes

•

•

•

the official version

construction programme aUowing development company had offered
for completion and furnishing in to meet) but would not have caused
September, with occupation at the too much hardship as a number of
beginning of October 1986. The the places available in the stair
building contract was, however a were being held for late arriving
matter between the development overseas postgraudates who often
company and the building con- face the greatest problems in sectractor, over which the University uring accommodation.
had no control or influence what.soever. The only influence or sancIn fact these completion dates
lion the University could have had •were not met and all those involved
in the matter was the abili.ty to will know that the completion
refuse to take over the Oats 1f not
dates were revised on three sepacompleted to a satisfactory specifi- rate occasions with consequent
Uni;ersity 1cation and standard.
completion.
The
disruption, inconvenience, anger
(through SAS) were therefore at
·1n the event, bad weather and and frustration for all concerned.
the end of a long chain of events other factors caused the contract Temporary accommodation was
over which they had no control but·
providced by the development
with the consequences of which to run late and although the two company and although, as the Sturear wings of the property were dent Accommodation Service is
they had to deal.
Briefly, in late 1983 the Univer- occupied in late July and August only too well aware, accommodaThe University has proYided a sity began discussion with the own- (not without problems) it became tion in hotels and guest houses bas
substantial amount of additional ers on the possibility of leasing a clear in early September that there serious limitations for students,
accom od ·
was a real chance that the main
Oats . m at10n in self-contained • block of Oats construcJed from the block would not be ready for even the most hostile critic would,
mrecentyears-5Nicolson/5 warehousde building which then
South College Street, 8-18 Blacket stood on the site. FoUowing the October. At a meeting with the I hope, have the grace to admit
that it is inf'mitely preferable to the
Avenue 86 92 Th p
contractor and the developer comall th , e leasance, and destruction of this building by fire, pletion dates for each of the stairs alternative of nothing whatsoever
ese developments have been discussions commenced in April
being provided. A number of stu~~mplet~d in time for the start of 1984 on the possibility of leasing involved were given which would dents were required to move from
h e session. So why did this not newly built Oats on the site and have seen two stairs ready for the one address of temporary accoma?pen with the development at these discussion were concluded in beginning of term. This would modation to another but this was
Sc1enn ? Th
have meant that a number of stufa t es.
edift'erenceliesinthe the summer of 1985. Building dentswhohadbeenofl'eredftatsin unfortunatley inevitable because
c that all the above properties work was expected to start in Sep.
of prior bookings in the hotels conare 0 WDed by the University and tember 1985 but in fact did not . 2 Scie°!'es would have to be pro- cerned, and it should be rememthe Oats wer
.
· vided with temporary accommobered that the Student Accommo.
e constructed on land begin until late October, with the dation (the cost of which the

As Director of the Student
Accommodation Service it has
always· been my policy not to comment on or reply to articles in Student concerning student accommodation or the Student Accommodation Service itself. However,
on the invitation of the editor of
Student, following the publication
recently of what the editor himself
described as a ''scurrilous" article
on the Student Accommodation
Service and the development of
flats at 13-29 Sciennes, I have
decided to deviate from that policy•
on this one occasion in order to
provide the facts of the matter with
regard to 13-29 Sciennes and the
RO-win situation in which the SAS
was placed. ·

intentions, many people remain
sceptical about the amount of
money spent on the arts. Robert
Luce , Minister for the Arts, feels
that the argument for extra funding has gone too far.
After being called "the weakest
Arts Minister since the office was
created", he commented: "To
suggest that the arts are singled
out for special cuts is simply poppycock. They taljced about
Armageddon last year but it just
·wasn't there. " I asked Mr Mason
what he really thought was the
· case for the arts in Scotland.
"The primary argument in a
· civilised society is that the arts are
important culturally , although
I'm not sure all politicians necessarily believe that ." He believes
, that the arts in Scotland a.~
important both socially and
economically, and that they still
have contemporary relevance.
"It seems to me that we are in
an age when people have less
working time, and many people
have no job. l think that there
ought to be creative and exciting
opportunities for people to use
their time . To cut back is ridiculous. And , by having an arts activity in a community, you actually
generate a lot of other things happening. ln Glasgow, the developing arts activity has helped the city
enormously. It's even been voted
European City of Culture. "
Economically , says Mr Mason ,
the arts not only create jobs ·
cheaply, but attract tourism.
"If you look at the Edinburgh
Festival , locaf · festivals ·and
work ot rneatres, averaging 85 per
cent capacity, sometimes over 100
percent, thereisnodoubtthatthe
arts are creating a tremendous
impact on the community. If we
'didn't have strong arts activitity in
Scotland, a whole infrastructure
·would be affected. "
The SAC seems to be
remammg
optimistic
and
enterprising in the face of
pessimism, and is determined to
maintain the quality , quantity and
standard di the Arts in Scotland.
Let's hope the setback is not to.o.
severe.

already owned by the Universit) ,
by contractors directly empioyed
by the University. 13-29 Sciennes
is not owned by the University nor
is the land upon which it stands. It
was built by a building contractor
employed by a development company, to be leased to the University
' by the development company on
.-------------.
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dation Service bad only a few days
notice on each occasion that the
completion "."as delayed. The University did eventually and with
reluctance accept and furnish the
Oats earlier than it would normally
have done and with a substantial
amount of "snagging" and finishing-oft' work to be done, simply in
order to get the students concerned settled into permanent
accommodation at the earliest possible opportunity. Some of that
snagging work is still going on.
Such are the facts of the matter.
I would not dream of trying to answer every petty point in such a vicious, misleading and totally inaccurate article by an anonymous
individual bent on ''naming
names". Suffice it to say that the
vast majority of the University is
well aware that the attack was
totally unjustified and without
foundation and that those in the
University who have regular dealing with the Student Accommodation Service fully appreciate the
enormous efforts made,by all the
staff In the service and In particular those named in that article, to
fulf'd the responsibllides placed
upon them by th1!" University in
often the most dlfllcult and frustrating drculDStanceS.
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Marching Orders
The Public Order Bill, due to come into force early next
. year, will give police the right to prevent students
demonstrating. Susan Moir looks at the issues and the
implications involved.
The powers detailed in the Public Order Bill , due to come into
force early next year, signal major
changes in the law OQ public
assembly in Scotland. New police _
powers have the potential to stop
students demonstrating.
The proposed legislation, due
to come into force early next year,
gives the police on-the-spot powers to impose conditions on
marches and meetings. The most
senior police officer present may
change the time, duration and
location of a procession if he considers that there is the risk of
"serious disruption to the life of
the community". Failure to comply with police instructions may
result in arrest with a penalty of up
to three months' imprisonment.
Precisely how the Bill will affect
students is as yet unclear. At present organisers of a procession
must notify the Regional Council
at least seven days in advance.
The Regional Council then consults with the Chief Constable. It
may then prohibit the procession
or permit it , subject to conditions.
Students, however, are on an
exemption list which entitles them
to give shorter otice. Whether this
will continue under tbe new legislation is unknown .
EUSA has expressed concern
over the Bill. Iain Catto , EUSA
Secretary, said that while it was

difficult to ascertain what effect
the Bill might have on Edinburgh
students, "it constitutes a severe
restriction on the right to protest.
Students could be quite badly
affected in this type of situation ."

the SCCL before embarking on for students. Pauline McNeil!
any demonstration. '.fhe SCCL NUS President, said that the Bill
will approach EUSA as part of its constitutes, "an absolute infringe.
plan to monitor the use of the new : f!1ent on civil liberties". She added
powers. The organisation intends that , "Our activities could be
to report to the Secretary of State indefinitely restricted . Far more
forward planning will be neces.
sary and spontaneous action will
be difficult. " She also said that the
legislation might deter students
from getting involved in demonst.
rations in the first place.

He maintained that EUSA has
in the past had a good relationship
with the police, citing examples
such as the Festival Against
Fowler in May and the coffin procession, part of the protest against
grant cuts , in February last year.
On neither occasion did difficulties with the police arise.
He added, however , that,
"While EUSA will continue to do
everything in its power to comply
with police instructions, problems
could obviously arise during the
course of a march." In such situations, he said, "the most senior
officer would have carte blanche
to do as he wanted".
The chairman of the Scottish
Campaign for Civil Liberties, Mr
Richard Kinsey , lecturer in
criminology at Edinburgh University, warned: "The upshot of the
Bill is that the police will have full
powers to decide how and when
people demonstrate. The whole
point of demonstration will be
undermined. "
He said that while the SCCL
was actively seeking a complete
review of the law relating to public

GROUND LING
"Go away , I am not interested.
You are very rude, and you smell
of drink. You are late. I will throw
the food away." The bearded face
scowled at us for a moment before
· disappearing into the gloaming as
the heavy oak-panelled door shut
with a resounding crash.
To say that I was nonplussed
would be somewhat to understate
the case: my battered ego lay
bleeding somewhere in the region
of my socks, my blood boiled, and
my gast was Oabbered to within an
inch of its life. Here was I,
Groundling, Edinburgh's leading
wit and hon viveur, one whose face
is known and welcomed in restaurants the length and breadth of this
fair city (Gordon's Trattoria and
Fat Sam's Pizza Pie Factory .cracking venues both), being
treated like dirt - or like Harry
Elwin even! It was not to be being
put up with.
Hunching my shoulders against
the night amt-drawing around me
the tattered shreds of my digfiity, I
muttered to my companion, "Let's
get outta this place. I never in all
my puff .•• "
"You bumptious twat!" she
replied brightly, giving me one of
those withering smiles which she·
had made her speciality. "Leave
this to me."
Music, it is said, hath charms to
soothe the savage beast-or something of the kind-and certainly it
was not long before the feminine
music of her voice, ever gentle
sweet and low, had worked its subtle magic and we were ushered into
the dark and dank converted
church hall which functions as

order, "the wrong provisions are
to be brought into Scotland on the
backs of issues like inner city riots
and football hooliganiSQl , which
have never caused problems in
Scotland''.

The proposed transfer of power
from the Region al Council has
been criticised. The Bill effec.
tively enables the police on the
spot to override the Regional
Council's authority. The Law Soc.
iety has · expressed fears that
junior police officers might abuse
the powers.
A Scottish Office spokesman
maintained that the powers were
designed to supplement and not to
undermine the Regional Council's authority. He concluded that
"The Government has no inten'.
tion of hampering the rights of
individuals who wish to protest
peacefully but the public has the
right not to be unduly interfered
with by those protesting."

Students letting rip
He warned students planning to . on the impact of the new legislademonstrate to "be careful or they tion.
could find themselves in trouble
The National Union of Stuwith the police without intending dents is to meet with the SCCL to
it" and advised them to contact discuss the implications of the Bill

• ••

Edinburgh's leading centre of
Armenian culture.
Over the years my role as earnest student of the more bizarre
aspects of Edinburgh nightlife has
led me to some exceeding strange
venues, but I can think of none
quite as unique as this. The Armenian Restaurant, tucked away in
an obscure corner of the city where
none but the brave dare to tread,
had been long known to me, by

reputation at least. Strange iaies
had reached my ears of loaded pistols being drawn on unruly customers, and of otherwise sober
and respectable citizens being
transformed into whirling dervishes in the grip of Armenian
wine and eldritch Balkan ritual in
the darkest heart of our northern
nights. And, once again, it had fallen to me, Groundling, to shed the
light of truth on these incredible
rumours.
Our company of eight followed
meekly in the footsteps of our

eats his words.

stern, fur-hatted host, and took
our seats. The walls of the dining
room were covered in sepia photographs of similarly fur-hatted and
fiercely moustachioed figures,
heroes, we were told, of the glorious Armenian revolution. Beneath
our feet the very floor was vibrating to the strains of the Armenian
Red Army choir, hymning the
Stakhanovite efforts of unfeasibly
large-muscled and square-jawed
tractor drivers, or the glories of
proletarian electrification. What,
I asked myself apprehensively,
what sort of food could we expect
from such a people?
A door at the back of the hall
new open and our host re-entered
bearing high above his head a
mighty steaming platter - our
first course. "Game on!" came the
cry from the top of the table - a
cry which was instantly silenced by
a sharp glance from the already
S,omewhat peeved restaurateur.
Our enthusiasm was short-lived,
however, as we realised that, for
all its impressive size, the platter,
when divided amongst us all,
hardly began to fill our plates. One
four by two-inch pasty each! Was
this our lot?
"By Christ, them 's the jockeys
for me alright," muttered a disgruntled voice to my left. "Well
worth the money." A note of sarcasm was apparent.
· In the event, however, we need
not have worrie,d. Course followed
course, wonderful both in their
individual piquancy and in their
infmite variety; and by the end we
could scarcely move, so full were
we with good and Armenian wine

How the police themselves wiU
react to ther increased powers is
yet to be seen. However, a Home
Office report last week on police
training methods revealed that
many police officers treat com·
munity relations as "an irritating
irrelevance" and "a waste of

time".

•

• •

(wliich was not universally
appreciated, ·by the way - my
boisterous companion choked on
his first sip and muttered darkly
about a crate of QC). By this stage
our host, his feathers smoothed by
our appreciative comments, had
softened visibly towards us.
Nevertheless, care still had to be
taken: some knowledge of Armenian history would probably be a
useful asset. An innocent enquiry,
on being told of centuries of
oppression suffered by the Armenian people, as to whether this
oppression had been inflicted by
the Russians resulted in a steely-

eyed accusation that our party was
in reality nothing more than a
poorly disguised CIA task-force,
an accusation which it took all my
diplomacy to deflect.
So, a wonderful evening.
Nevertheless, on the way out I
could not resist the temptation.
Opening the door a crack, I looked
out into the empty night and,
adopting my best Armenian.
accent, growled "Fuck om I don't
Jike you! Go away ... "
The feeling of power was over·
whelming.
'
Next: Groundling insults Harry
Elwin (again).

La Bagatelle
Resraurant Franrais

•

Table d'hote Lunch £4.75
including Coffee
Fixe prix dinner
Monday-Thursday: £8.50

•

Relax in afriendly, informal
atmosphere and enjay the
French cuisine.
Special_ offer: Bring this advert for a
free glass of wine with the
dla carte menu.

22a NICOLSON STREET,
EDINBURGH (667 0747)

WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERf WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?

REAL FOODS offer the best selci;1ion ~
natural foods in town. Everything ~'OLJ ~rf
want plus things you've never heard 0 · dif·

some organically grown wine .-

thlr1Ywith

ferent varieties expenment . the
Japanese food s - largest i m~orter. in otJr
UK - sample vegetarian haggis. enJOY eal
own brand oatcakes and whofem
shortbreads.

a; ·

DROP INTO REAL FOODS 51
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brough
5571911
2281 6
Tollcross
(nr. top Leith Walk)

WE'LL HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME
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Better Late Than Never 6
A set-piece more in the backs saw
Dave Marshall come into the line
well and pop it back inside to
Graeme Porteous. The forwards
were there quickly to win the
ensuing ruck and Garth McAlpine
took the ball on the blind side to
put Colin Dempster in at the
corner for a well-engineered try .
Marshall converted from the
touchline to take the final score to
15-9.

With iittle protection from his
pack, the only thanks . tqat Paul
Harper got for his gutsy little display was a colourful shiner and a
neck injury which will keep him
out until after Christmas. His terrier-like enthusiasm and quick
service will be missed in the final ,
to be played on the Wednesday
night of tenth week. The venue
has yet to be announced but any
support will be most welcome.

Individual performances of . As a footnote, the 2nd XV
note came from Harry Hawes , recorded their ninth win of the
who did himself no harm in trying season on Saturday and are lookto secure his place in the back ing to make it ten on Wednesday
row, and Steve McKinty, the man 3rd in the 2nd XV Championship.
of few words and all action, as A victory in both of these finals is
ever made a valuable contribu- a target the club is keen to fulfil.
tion, especially in the lineout.
Eric Jeams

Still the Best
Take it from me .•. this guy is no slow-coach.

Aherd. Univ. 9
If Edinburgh bad been
beaten it would have made
headlines in The Scotsman.
Like seeing Hamilton beat
Hibs, the neutral observer
hopes to see the underdog
win. For Aberdeen, it was
their biggest game of the season.
This is the sort of respect that
Edinburgh has in university
rugby. But Edinburgh did just
enough to overcome this underdog to take them into the final of
the Scottish Universities Championship, winning by a goal, a
drop goal and two penalties to
three penalties.
Using a converted hockey pitch
at the university campus to pull a

Edin. Univ. 15
partisan crowd, Aberdeen were
using all the tricks in the book to
gain advantage. They even
arranged for the wind to pick up in
their favour in the second half.
The battle of the packs was won
by Edinburgh's superior rucking,
although Aberdeen had the better
of the lineouts. This rucking set up
some good second-phase ball· for
the Edinburgh backs which they
used well for the most part,
although the standard of kicking
could have been higher.
Mistakes by Aberdeen allowed
Dave Marshall, EURFC's answer
to Paul Thorburn, to take Edin.burgh into an early 6-0 lead. The
only other score of the first half
was a drop goal by utility back
Ceri James - it was a bit of a

This weekend we set off for
LlanghoUen for the BUSF
white-water race. Setting off
Photo: Phil Hulme
took some time as we bad to fit
funny one, but it wasn't so funny six racing ca.noes onto the roof
for Aberdeen as Edinburgh's lead of a hired car, not being able
was extended.
to afford the ridiculous SOp a
Edinburgh then made the mis- mile charged for the use of
take of relaxing and allowing the
University minibuses.
opposition back into the match.
After half-time the wind did
Aberdeen a favour and their
stand-off accepted it well by continually forcing Edinburgh back
to near their own line with some
penetrating kicks. Aberdeen
never really looked like scoring a
try but this territorial advantage
saw them slowly chip away at
Edinburgh's lead until it was 9-9
with five minutes to go.
It was only then that Edinburgh, realising the possibility of a
defeat, started to show their true
colours. Strong rucking by the
front five regained the pack's
momentum and the backs took
the hall into the Aberdeen "22".

Many Thanks Ref
Edin. Univ. 1
Edinburgh marched on to
their second consecutive
home victory last Wednesday, dispensing with their
"no-love'-Iost"
neighbours
thanks to a controversial penalty in the first half. Once
again Peffermill played host
to a game characterised by
missed chances, frayed tempers and windy weather.
For Heriot-Watt it was a case of
burning their candle out after the
initial ten minutes of sparkling
football. They began with fire and
flames , pressurising the Edinburgh defence with searing passes
through the middle. Yet the home
·team overcame this premature
flurry from their highly strung
opponents, and gradually took
control of the game so that by the
end it was Edinburgh who looked
more likely to stretch their lead ,
rather than Heriot-Watt threatenmg to balance the scoreline.
Centre stage was occupied
~hroughout by two Edinburgh
eroes: their inspiring centre for~ard, Milne Govan, and their
~esaving goalkeeper, Brent Loce, played crucial roles in their.
team's victory. It was Govan who
surged into the opponents' penalty area in the 34th minute
shrudgging off numerous defender~
an i ·
1 orcmg one such innocent felkow to handle the ball with the
een-sighted referee pois_ed.o!JIY a

Heriot-Watt 0
Thus, the final )lalf an hour was
characterised by relentless Edinburgh pressure. Gary Connor,
Throughout the match, this arriving on the scene in place of
referee displayed vulture-like ten- Doug Peters, injected more bite
dencies, pouncing on any unwary into the home team's attacks, and
prey. The Heriot-Watt defenders Connor himself missed a golden
could not believe the deCision. opportunity with a miscued shot
'Twas crazy/Yet Milne Govan did when he only had the goalkeeper
not hang around to argue the to beat. Heriot-Watt were well
point. He promptly stepped up to and truly under siege: Steve
side-foot the ball to the left of the Palmer emerged from the depths
diving goalkeeper. (Needless to of his left-back position to sursay, the goalie chose to dive to his prise the opposition with two
right!). The remainder of the first long-range efforts, both of which
half was spent in and around the tested the goalkeeper. Not to be
Edinburgh penalty area , and one overshadowed by his fellow full
acrobatic dive by the Heriot-Watt back, Andy Woods experimented
centre forward brought no with similar venom.
response from the referee. Play
Heriot-Watt resembled a discontinued regardless of this tentative display of showmanship, and traught and defeated set of troops
all the Heriot-Watt actor received . when ihe final whistle finally
for his trouble was a soiled pair of sounded. They had certainly been
involved in a bloodthirsty battle,
shorts and an inferiority complex.
emerging second best after 90
The second half opened with minutes of fighting. Milne Govan
the Edinburgh hero "number was· penalised with the dreaded
two" occupying centre stage. yellow card in the 80th minute for
Brent Lockie was invincible in the an overzealous tackle (how dare
Edinburgh goal. Within one the referee inflict such punishminute of the restart he had made ment on the Edinburgh hero!) .
two spectacular saves to thwart The game ended in the Heriotthe newly regenerated Heriot- Watt penalty area with yet
Watt forward-line . These saves another Edinburgh onslaught.
were to prove crucial, for the The man-in-black even took the
away team soon became dispirited liberty of disallowing a goal in the
and resigned to defeat , despite the tmaJ minute, yrobably to ensure
verbal encouragement from their that he had made enemies with
. rather boisterous goalkeeper and every player on the park.
Carl.Marston
acting captain.

ble fifth place. Colin and his bit of
pet tactical fluff, not to be outdone, came second in the Cl class
(this involves paddling with a
single-bladed paddle while kneeling).

On Sunday the water level had
dropped. This meant that our
practised lines were no longer the
fstest or safest. Evans, Mark and I
In the morning we got up early had good runs, coming 29th and
for some much-needed practice. 22nd. However, Calum went
On the first major rapid, called swimming, and when eventually
the "Serpent's Tail", Mark "I . he got down could only splutter
don't always drive like this" Hob- excuses about loosing his paddle,
son capsized and swam. we then hand rolling, trees and rocks .
carefully picked our way down the Colin did manage to C?ntrol him
rest of the river. At the bottom, m the.CZ (two p~ddle~ m one boat
Senia "I can handle it!" Martinek . kneeling. up with smgle-bladed
tried a spectacular line down the pad~les), they were al~ very f~t,
town falls, backwards.
C?mmg second. Senga, m.her first
nver race, not only survived but
came in fifth. A bit more experiOur top paddlers, recovering ence and she will be able to comfrom an intensive slalom season, pete at the highest level nationwere not able to come. This meant ally.
that five of us with little or no
The overall result put Edinexperience of racing on the River
Dee slept nervously after having burgh in fifth place. Considering
heard the water rumbling down we did not take a full team this
consolidates our position as the
the town falls when we arrived.
best all-round university c~noe, ·
Next came the team runs. club in the country (we are also
Despite me having a very wobbly present BUSF slalom champrun due to my footrest snapping at ions).
Thomas Hughes
the start, we managed a respecta-

couple of yards away with whistle
ini:nouth.

C·L·C·B
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Parachute Club
The portents were not good
winds of 40 knots forecast
all weekend
as the
engineers,
accountants,
chemical
physicists,
anthropologists and rugby
players huddled together outside Pleasance at the break of
dawn (8 am). For this was the
motley crew of would-be
parachutists making the trip
down to Brunton Airfield,
Engl1md, for their moment of
truth.

-

The gales prevented jumping
this day, so back to the Parachute
k d lunch and
Ce ntre for pace
"Grandstand". Following this was

the council houses, let's have a
few five-star hotels."
Later, entertainment provided
by certain plastered rugger
players. Once in bed, paralytic
Geordies interrupted our slumber
with farts and snores capable of
bringing Sleeping Beauty out of
her comatose state. Unfortunat~ly , she was not in the vicinity.
Come Sunday, winds fell to
barely 30 knots . Reluctantly we
called it a day . But suddenly,
drama! Police sirens wailed as we
approached our minibus: A large,
buxom oilcan had gone missing.
In unison we denied any complicity. Released from custody, our
President began the long drive
home . Suddenly, yet more incident: a plucky pheasant barred
our way . The President accelerated, going for the kill - the bird
would be deceased and tasty meat
for supper . . . but NO _ our
weak-willed Ieaderine hit the

yet more excitement - a porno
parachute video! Naked men and
women freefalling from 12,000
feet; a huge male straddling a brake. We were stunned, but only
dwarfish woman (Love is . . . ) momentarily. She had spied more
sharing her parachute!
distinguished quarry - an unsuspecting elderly couple crawling
Dinner of fish 'n' chips - but along the road. So unlucky. The
where was the salt 'n' sauce? OAPs showed astonishing speed
Ideological Monopoly followed . as they flew into the hedgerow.
The socialis~ gave away his prop- 1 Some day, one day, that elusive
erty and discovered over~ra~s parachute jump will be made. To
and bankruptcy. The cap1tal1st be continued ...
was ruthless in victory: "Forget
FreefaH Fred
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Invincible

Impressive stuff!

The Edinburgh University
Men's Basketball Club raised
its season's record to 12 wins
and 0 losses with an 86· 76 victory over Glenrothes on Fri·
day night at the Jack Kane
Centre. Edinburgh now holds
a record of 6 and O·in the Save
and Propser Lothian League,
which puts them at the top of
the table by two full games
over the closest pursuer,
~entland.

Can the shinty team walk on water? Maybe not, but they sure can walk all over St Andrews!

_

Photo: Phil Hulme

Edin. Univ. 8

St Andrews 0

Saturday saw the shinty o usly a lesson there for the upteam take yet another step and-coming supporters of the
along the victory trail with a fu ture.
resounding win over St
A nd then of course there was
Andrews at Peffermill. It was former club captain "Jelly Belly"
probably the finest display Blake who succeeded not only in
ever put up by the University refereeing the game but also in
team who scored eight goals reallocating among the Edinburgh contingent a few measures
without conceding any.
Much of the credit must be d ue
to the form er players who
returned to watch the old side in
action, even if they have passed
o n to greene r fields than Peffermill . From the start, "Mad Man"
McLeod was vociferous on the
bank with some of th e best vocal
suppo rt e ve r to have emanated
fro m a U niversity side-li ne. Not to
be outdo ne, "Slasher" Simpson,
o n the other side-line, had his very
own portable foi l in "Pox" Knox
and put o n a fine display. Obvi-

of the liquid refreshment brought
by the St Andrews goalkeeper.
U nder the watchful eye of such
worthies the team could do
noth ing other than to perform
well. From the throw-up a th reetouch move brought probably o ne
of the quickest goals in shinty h istory, being scored within 15 seconds of the start. With goals whizzing in it was clearly going to be a
forwards' day. Repositioned captain Jimmy Divot had a field day ,
managing to dig up substantial

areas of the field around the goalmouth in between actually hitting
the ball between the posts.
But much of the forwards ' success was due to the ever-watchful
centre line who continued to pin
St Andrews within their own half,
occasionally amazing their own
side, St Andrews and themselves
with their slick play . "The Bear"
had time to hibernate in goals
after the Edinburgh side performed a replay of their lightning
opening goal at the beginning of
the second half.
So a good day for Edinburgh
but not really the kind of preparation they wanted to have before
the cup game against Col Glen,
which comes up in two weeks.
This will be the toughest game of
the season and all club members
will be needed if the University
are to continue their run of success.
Tom Maguire

The Dukes were led to victory
by Troy Black , who was automatie with his jump shot all night and
finished with a total of 34 points.
Other key contributors were
Chris Lawrence, with 18 , 17 in the
second half, and Tim Killenborg ,
who chipped in with 11.
Faced with the challenge of a
taller Glenrothes squad, the
Dukes decided to start the game
in zone defence. However, this
strategy was not successful, as
Glenrothes were not only successful exploiting holes in the zone but
also in their offensive rebounding.
This had a two-fold effect: first ,
they scored many of their points
on · lay-ups, and second, Edinburgh never got their vaunted fast
break going. The sole reason the
Dukes were only trailing 38-32 at

the half was the offensive abilit
of Black, who scored the majon/
of Edinburgh's points .
Y
Edinburgh scored the first eight
points after time, and though
Glenrothes struggled to stay in
contention, the Dukes were con.
tinually able to maintain a slight
lead. Finding themselves ahead
by only 78-76 with only two
minutes left to play , Edinburgh
put the game out of reach with a
final offensive support.
While Black was the obvious
key to the win , Edinburgh did
receive vital rebounding from Killenborg, and contributio ns off the
bench from such as Craig Hender.
son and Rusty " the Skywalking
Texan" Witcher. H aving beaten
the other top teams in the Lothian
League standings, and with three
. relatively easy games between
· now and the semeste r break,
Edmburgh no w stands as a solid
contender for the champtonshtp.
In addition to the club's success, several Dukes recently
received individual honours. Troy
Black, Chris Lawre nce a nd Grant
Milne were selected to the Scottish
Universities • basketball
squad , which will participate in
international co m petition next
term .
Chris Lawrence.

Boat Races
Yet again it has been
proven that Edinburgh Uni·
versity has the best Boat Club
in the country.
The Long John Fours Head on
Saturday, rowed over 5 ,000
metres on the Clyde, attracted the
largest number of entries ever
seen in Scotland. Edinburgh University carried off convincingly
the Victor Ludo.rum for best university and best club overall.
The show was stolen , however.
by the first novice men 's crew .
They started at 13 and were only

overtake n by two boats, winning
their sectio n by a full 21/z minutes.
Out of a total e ntry of 67 crews,
the men's first crew came in third ,
only eight seconds behind Stirling, and the winners Clydesdale.
Both Stirling and Clydesdale containing oarsmen who had competed in the Commonwealth
Games! The seco nd men's crew
came in 15th and the men's senior
'C' crew 23rd. The women's first
crew came in 4lst overall , closely
followed by the second crew who
came second in their section.
A. Ling

Srudent's classified section is a FREE
SERVICE TO READERS. We welcome accommodation , for .sale and
other small ads. Adverts should be
kept to a maximum of 30 words and
may be handed into the Student Ofice
(first
floor, 48 Pleasance) or placed in
WANTED
the red Student collection boxes in the
Is your flat empty, half empty over Xmas Teviot foyer, Mandela Centre Union
vacation? Responsible EU student seek- Shop, DHT basement and in A&M
ing accommodation.
SECURITY
Reid grocers in the KB Centre. Ads
OVER XMAS. Call Paul 667 1771 ext
must be in by Monday of the week of
99 rm 202.
ouhlication.
Wanted: inexpensive sleeping bag; must
be lightweight and compact. Call Mark
667 1971, ext 99, room 210.

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.

Male or

female for

single room,

Lonsdale Terr. Fourth year and up , nonsmoking. £110permonth. Ref. No. 927.
Two rilales or females for two singles,

Cumberland St. £80-£100 per month.
Ref. No. 928.
Two males or females for two singles, S.
Clerk St. £85 per month. Ref. No. 929.
Female for single room, Warrender Park

Male for shared room, Black et Avenue,.

Non-smoker. £80 per month. Contact
Heidi 667 1660.
Female in shared room, near the Univera

sity. Vacant from 10th December. £96
per month plus bills" Phone Heidi 667
1660.
Single or shared large room , farmhouse

Rd. Second or third year. £80 per near Cameron Toll. £75 per month. 666
2834.
month. Ref. No . 931.
Male or female for single room, Dµbli n One or two males/females for single and
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE
St. Third year and up. £125 per month . double rooms, Datkeith Rd. Not !st
~~~~~or females for single and year. £75 single, £60 double. Ref. No. Selling like hotcakes - only a few left . The Edinburgh University Jewish Stu934.
Friends of the Playgroup Ceilidh tickets. dents' Society presents the Friday night
d'
· 1 ffi
at at
double rooms, Cambridge St. £70 to
Two females for shared room, Dairy. See you on Saturday at 8 pm . Buy your meal: a unique experience! Last one this
Student's e itona o ces h e
£120 per month . Ref. No. 918.
£120 per month. Ref. No. 922.
tickets at the door.
48 Pleasance, First Floor, P on
Male or female for single room, Male to flU shared room, Blacket Ave. Three Pogues tickets for sale - £5 .50 term on Sth December at 7 pm at the
558 1117/8 or 6671011ext4496. If
h S d 12 D
be B
Synagogue Hall , Salisbury Road (near
d
me
Stockbridge. £80 per month. Ref. No. £20.83 per wee k. Ref. No. 935 .
eac . atur ay
ecem r, arrow- Pollock Halls). All welcome. Any quesyou want to get involve ' .co
920.
Female for single, in New Town flat. land. Phone Andrew 667 1971 ext 157 tions phone Mike 228 2302 .
along to the E ditorial Meeting or
Male or female for single room , Mor- £telr23m .peTerl·m
. onth; av.ailable from end of Rm 210.
the Section Meetings, all bsted
ningside. Third year and up. £80 per
1986 Yamaha YBIOO Deluxe; 900 miles; Women and Feminism meeting. I pm,
556 8613
01
month. Ref. No. 921.
Male and female to 1111 shared rooms. superb condition. Fully serviced with 17 Wednesdays, large seminar room in the below . Alternatively, phone us
Male or female for single room, Leopold
Non-smokers. £80 and £96 per month . months warranty. £550 o.n.o. Phone Politics Department, Buccleuch St. Not leave a message. If you want to
r-'""""'l"'OO"'"""'r"'m"'o"'n"'th"'.""R"'e"'f.""N"'o;:;,.-"92::.:3:;.._ _~P.,:;h~o'-'ne~H""ei,,..,,
· u.t~66~7:;.1"'660~·------.!:P.!!h•!!.
' l:i:44!.!7..i9~~--------...:::su::r.:.
e .:w.::h::
at'..,'.F_:e:,::m:,::in:::i,::
sm::.,::is:.'...
? .::Co
~m'.:e..:a::nd:::;
as:k.:....-tdrop in ads, letters, informatton,
you can also use Student boxes tn
Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or
S'f'E ....... .
A-'T A OEV,Af'IT [_A
DHT Basement.

STUDENT

rt

WAVI!

jS

ro s.i.op the
bCAS .

EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday; 1 pm
MUSIC

FEATURF.S
Wednesday; 1 pm
NEWS
Thursday; 1 pm
ARTS

Thursday; 1.15 pm
FILM
WHAT'S ON

SPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
GRAPHICS

Friday; 1.30 p~

